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ABSTRACT 

 

Animals have been represented in art from earliest times, emphasising the integral roles they have 

played within human civilisation as labourers, food, entertainment, spiritual influences and 

companions. In contemporary society, this representation has come to include the use of physical 

animals in art, often causing their harm or death. This research investigates the exploitation of 

animals in the making of contemporary art. It asks how art is complicit in furthering the exploitation 

of animals within society more broadly, and describes the artwork made in order to evoke a 

discussion of these cruelties and educate viewers about how society treats animals.  

Key themes surrounding the different types of exploitation that animals endure within art and society 

are identified. These themes include: use of the animal as metaphor; violence towards animals in art; 

how these types of shocking exploitation have the ability to normalise cruelty to animals within 

society; hypocrisy and the placing of blame as effective ways of looking at the artist–viewer 

relationship; speciesism and anthropomorphism as at the base of these exploitative practices, with 

particular emphasis on art that causes harm to ‘lesser’ animals, such as insects and rodents; the 

animal as an artistic medium; and the concept of education as a solution to this enduring problem. 

Each theme is approached from the perspective of art criticism while discussing the impact on and by 

society. 

The writing of Steve Baker, Giovanni Aloi and Peter Singer has been paramount to forming 

constructive arguments about the use of animals within art and society. Key artists discussed include 

Damien Hirst, Nathalia Edenmont, Guillermo Vargas, Wim Delvoye, Marco Evaristti and Catherine 

Chalmers. These artists all cause harm to animals for the purpose of creating artwork. 

The body of artwork I have made aims to raise awareness of the plight of animals through the use of 

seriality, anecdotes, and the sharing of knowledge. Thirteen artworks were created to investigate a 

series of issues that face animals within society. These artworks have a focus on drawing and collage, 

and make use of found objects such as bottle caps, food packaging and old paper. It is argued that 

contemporary art should end the exploitation of animals within art, as the suffering involved for 

viewers, artists, and most importantly, animals, far outweighs the value of the art that is produced. 
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THE BEGINNING 

Introduction 

 
 
 

Animals have been represented in art since the advent of picture-making, which literally 

illustrates the integral roles they have played within human civilisation as labourers, 

companions, and a food source. As human civilisation has progressed, so too has our 

relationship to animals. Many now recognise that animals have a form of consciousness and 

are able to feel fear and pain. Commenting over forty years after the original publication of 

his Animal Liberation (1975), Peter Singer claims that a fundamental change felt today is 

that Animal Rights has moved into the mainstream.1 Indeed, even though humanity 

continues to cause animals to suffer, the way that suffering is inflicted is now seriously 

considered by a very broad section of society. Nevertheless, the rights of animals used in 

the production of contemporary artworks are often overlooked and the discourse that 

surrounds this art fails to adequately acknowledge this issue. This research project 

challenges the lack of critical analysis of the use of animals in art by asking how art is 

complicit in furthering society’s cruelty to animals and by making art that evokes a 

discussion of these cruelties and educates viewers about how society treats animals. 

My artwork, although inspired by issues within animal studies, was also inspired by Steve 

Baker, who, in Killing Animals (2006), asks: "Can contemporary art productively address the 

killing of animals?”2 This question can be viewed in two ways. Can contemporary art 

productively address the killing of animals while avoiding the negative implications of these 

acts? The negative implications not only involve the fate of the animals affected, but also 

the impact the work has on viewers and society as a whole. More importantly, this question 

                                                           
1
 Peter Singer, “Beyond Animal Liberation: Questions by Giovanni Aloi,” Antennae 19 (2011): 10. 

2
 Steve Baker et al., Killing Animals (Illinois USA: University of Illinois Press, 2006). 
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can also be viewed as a challenge. Can contemporary artists productively address the killing 

of animals in broader society through their artworks? While addressing this slaughter, the 

artwork itself may still involve the harming of animals, and if so, is this ethically acceptable? 

These questions are answered through addressing the philosophy behind Animal Rights, 

critically analysing a number of artworks, and reflecting upon the studio practice that has 

driven this research. 

Due to the challenging, emotional nature of the Animal Rights movement and the artworks 

I have created, it is pertinent to give a brief background on my interest in Animal Rights in 

relation to contemporary art, and why it is such an important issue for research. As a vegan 

and animal advocate, I am deeply affected by the mistreatment of animals. Unlike many 

animal activists, I prefer not to engage in public protests but aim to quietly educate through 

the process of making art. My art practice combines humour, anecdotes, information and 

imagery, and this process has certainly been utilised in the body of work produced for this 

research. Through these aspects, my artworks disarm the viewer and make them ready to 

accept the problems they are presented with, rather than making them defensive through 

confrontation.  

This study primarily focuses on artworks produced by other artists between 1960 and 2014, 

and is not limited to any specific region. The artists discussed work with a variety of styles 

and mediums, and the social implications of their work vary greatly. However, the one 

consistent factor is that they all use, exploit, or kill animals in order to create artwork.  

The studio component of this submission aims to enhance the viewer’s relationship with 

animals by investigating how contemporary art can address animal issues without the 

killing or exploiting of animals. It urges viewers to think differently about their interactions 

with animals, to think about them as something more than pests, pets, or food, and to 

examine the contradictions in their emotional relationship with animals and their physical 

dependence on their meat. I hope to develop an intimacy with my viewers by creating a 

balance between quiet sentimentality and strong statement. My goal is to change the 

future for animals. 

I argue that there is a contradiction in ethical values that can and must be challenged; most 

societies have a strong prohibition on killing people, yet, most also deem it necessary to kill 

and use animals as commodities for everyday living. At a fundamental level, many members 

of Western society also understand it is wrong to kill an animal and few people would do so 
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themselves. It is also, of course, very easy to say that what is wrong is often normal, and as 

we live in a society based on industry regulated killing of animals and distribution of their 

flesh for eating, this process is deemed normal. My research confronts this contradiction. It 

should not be allowed to prevail and go unquestioned.  

While conducting this research project, I recognised and developed a number of recurrent 

themes. There have been many commonalities in the making of the artworks, the most 

important being that each piece involves the visual representation of an animal and the use 

of seriality. The term ‘seriality’ traditionally describes a group of items related to each other 

by the fact that each, or most, of the items bears a collective title that applies to the group 

as a whole.3 My interpretation of the use of this word is applied in a visual and conceptual 

sense, and is implemented in all of the studio works. The difference between seriality and 

repetition is that in the former, each component is different in some way, while also 

sharing a number of similar components. For example, a series of twenty different drawings 

may be made onto identical pieces of paper, or similar images may be drawn onto different 

found objects. The works sit alongside each other in order to engage the viewer for an 

extended period—to tell a story. Seriality can also be seen as symbolic of the recurring 

violence inflicted on animals with each repetition of acts of violence sharing similarities yet 

being crucially different in its impact upon a specific animal.  

A lot of my work has required many, many hours of delicate work. I have come to see this 

as a process to rid myself of guilt; to pay homage to the animals that have lost their lives for 

human endeavours. This feeling can also be applied to the seriality of making the works. If I 

draw 100 cows, I am 100 cows closer to feeling absolved. 

I have used disposable items as the support for many of my artworks: bottle caps, empty 

jars, pizza boxes, takeaway containers and other miscellaneous food packaging. This 

signifies the way humans see animals as being disposable. I also use moss, which I initially 

used since I was drawn to its appearance; but, upon researching and developing my work 

with moss, I realised that it is impossible to kill. Moss is a non-vascular organism, so one can 

pull it apart and allow it to dry up, but upon watering it, it will return to its fluorescent 

green state almost immediately. I enjoyed the use of this material as an analogy for the 

                                                           
3
 John A. Walker, Glossary of Art, Architecture & Design since 1945, 3

rd
 ed. (New York: G. K. Hall & Co, 

1992). 
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pain and neglect that animals endure, and that, despite this, they, for the most part, survive 

as species. This is a positive note in an otherwise saddening topic of creative exploration. 

I am particularly interested in experimenting with photocopy technology within my studio 

work. One of its traditional uses is to create cost-effective multiples in order to spread a 

message, which is congruent to what I am attempting to do with my artwork. The process 

of photocopying takes away from the ‘fine art’ aspect of the work and reduces the status of 

the image as a work of art so that the issues regarding animals are seen as more critical 

than the way they are visually communicated. The use of photocopy also provides a 

consistent link between each image within each artwork to reinforce seriality. 

This exegesis is broken up into a number of chapters that are organised according to the 

themes that I identified during the research. Chapter 1 discusses the philosophy and key 

literature behind animal rights and the use of animals in contemporary art. Chapter 2 

discusses the use of animals as metaphors, a use that often leaves the animal bereft of its 

own importance. Chapter 3 looks at the impacts of shock and violence when using animals 

in contemporary art, and how this has the ability to normalise cruelty to animals within 

society. Chapter 4 deals with hypocrisy and the placing of blame as effective and intriguing 

ways of looking at the artist–viewer relationship. The concepts of Speciesism and 

Anthropomorphism are discussed in Chapter 5, with particular emphasis on art that causes 

harm to ‘lesser’ animals, such as insects and rodents. Chapter 6 proves that although some 

artists may not intend to harm animals, without adequate research and rules, negligence 

can still occur. Chapter 7 considers artists who have literally used animals as a replacement 

for canvas, using the tattooing of animals as case studies. Chapter 8 investigates the use of 

animals in science, education and conservation and asks how the implications of these 

fields of study can be used to benefit animals and their future. 
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PHILOSOPHY & 

KEY ISSUES IN THE LITERATURE 

Chapter 1 

 
 
 

Over the ages, philosophers have considered animals in different ways. Described as “the 

first patron saint of animal rights”,4 eighteenth-century British philosopher Jeremy Bentham 

proposed: "The question is not, Can they reason? Nor, Can they talk? But, can they suffer?"5 

The view embodied by the animal rights movement is that, based on their ability to suffer, 

animals should be awarded the same protections as humans.6 Singer says: 

Surely Bentham was right. If a being suffers, there can be no moral justification for 
refusing to take that suffering into consideration and, indeed, to count it equally with 
the suffering of any other being.7 

Animal rights are often confused with animal welfare, and although they share some 

attributes and goals, they are very different. Animal rights seeks to abolish the use of 

animals for human gain, whereas animal welfare accepts the use of animals, but attempts 

to better their treatment in the process of benefiting humans. For example, People for the 

Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) is considered by many to be an animal rights group, 

whereas the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA) is an animal 

welfare group. Animal welfare is important to improving the treatment of animals, but does 

not aim to end the suffering of animals; rather, it aims to minimize it. Animal rights arose 

                                                           
4 Jonathan Benthall, "Animal Liberation and Rights," Anthropology Today 23, no. 2 (2007): 1. 
5
 Jeremy Bentham, Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (Oxford UK: Clarendon 

Press 1823). 
6
 Peter Singer, Animal Liberation (New York USA: Pimlico 1975). 

7
 Peter Singer, “Animal Liberation,” People, Penguins & Plastic Trees: Basic Issues in Environmental 

Ethics 1995, ed. Christine Pierce and Donald Var De Veer (Belmont: Wadsworth), 52. 
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from the teachings of German philosopher Immanuel Kant, whose Deontology theory 

suggested that we should not harm humans even in the interests of the majority.8 Animal 

rights takes Kant’s view further by applying it to animals. 

New welfarism is a combination of animal rights and animal welfare, claiming that although 

the ultimate goal is to end the suffering of animals for human gain, welfare needs to be 

considered in the meantime. Animals Australia is committed to principles of new welfarism. 

This movement is a more pragmatic form of animal rights, as meat eating is a habit that is 

long entrenched in societies the world over, and new welfarists believe this will not change 

quickly. 

Utilitarianism and abolitionism, two of the most popular contemporary animal rights 

beliefs, are at odds. Utilitarianism states that an action is morally right if it benefits the 

greatest number of beings with the greatest good.9 Utilitarianism is often criticised by 

animal rights activists, in particular abolitionists, due to the fact that it can be used to 

condone the suffering of animals. The application of utilitarianism, however, is often not as 

simple as considering the benefit as applied to the number of beings involved. In fact, the 

benefit is often weighted. In 2006, Singer condoned medical research in which several 

monkeys were used in an experiment to develop surgery for Parkinson’s sufferers. In the 

documentary Monkeys, Rats and Me: Animal Testing (2006), Singer said: “It is clear at least 

some animal research does have benefits.”10 This particular experiment was conducted on a 

small number of monkeys in order to provide benefit and perhaps longer life to tens of 

thousands of humans. In this particular case, it can be seen that this action benefited the 

greatest number of beings with the greatest good. 

In most instances, the use of animals for food is for pleasure and not necessity. In this 

situation, the millions of animals that suffer for the pleasure of a fewer number of humans 

is not regarded as benefiting the greatest number of beings with the greatest good. 

However, Singer does maintain that it may be morally justifiable to consume animals 

should they have a pleasant existence, suited to their social and behavioural needs, and are 

                                                           
8
 Robert Johnson, “Kant’s Moral Philosophy,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2012, 

http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2012/entries/kant-moral/. 
9
 Julia Driver, “The History of Utilitarianism,” The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2009, 

http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/sum2009/entries/utilitarianism-history/. 
10

 Peter Singer, “Monkeys, Rats and Me: Animal Testing,” BBC Two, documentary, 2006. 
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killed quickly and without pain. He goes on to assert that, due to the abuses of modern 

factory farming, being vegan is a much better option.11 

Headed by Law Professor Gary L. Francione, abolitionists believe that concentrating on 

animal welfare reform prolongs the suffering of animals by creating a climate of 

compassionate acceptance. They believe that animals are not property, and their use by 

humans should cease immediately. As American philosopher Tom Regan wrote, 

“Abolitionists want empty cages, not bigger ones.”12 

In response to the previously discussed situation in which Singer condoned 

experimentation on animals, Francione said: 

He maintains that what is right or wrong in any situation depends only on the 
consequences. If killing 100 monkeys will save 40,000 humans, then the action is 
morally justifiable. Singer explicitly rejects the notion of animal rights.13 

The major difference between utilitarianism and abolitionism is pragmatism. Utilitarianism 

attempts to change the way animals are viewed one person at a time, whereas abolitionism 

does not recognise any steps between slavery and complete freedom. Abolitionists are 

opposed to single-issue remedies such as combatting factory farming, banning live export 

or persecuting animal abusers as they believe these issues take focus away from the greater 

issue at hand: no animal should be treated as property. This lack of pragmatism and rigid 

adherence to the rules of abolitionism has drawn unfavourable criticism to Francione in the 

past.14 

I have addressed these two approaches to animal rights philosophy since they are the most 

notable, and diametrically opposed. Both approaches have positive and negative aspects in 

terms of effectiveness. Moreover, there are difficulties in applying these theories to animal 

rights within contemporary art. Reiterating that utilitarianism does not condemn the 

suffering of animals where it is humane, Kieran Cashell writes:  

                                                           
11

 Peter Singer, Animal Liberation (New York USA: Pimlico 1975), 229. 
12

 Tom Regan, “The Torch of Reason, The Sword of Justice,” AnimalsVoice, accessed 21 June 2013, 
http://web.archive.org/web/20110722235731/http://www.animalsvoice.com/TomRegan//regan_to
rch.html. 
13

 Gary L. Francione, “Peter Singer Supports Vivisection: Why Are You Surprised?” The Abolitionist 
Approach, 29 November 2006, http://www.abolitionistapproach.com/peter-singer-supports-
vivisection-why-are-you-surprised/#.UjLa6D96rlR. 
14

 Patrick Battuello, “Banned by Fellow Vegans,” The Albany Examiner, 16 November 2010, 
http://www.examiner.com/article/banned-by-fellow-vegans. 
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There is still, I believe, no application based on exclusively rationalist, 
consequentialist or right-based natural justice paradigms that can objectively prove 
that it is morally wrong for one species to live at the expense of another; especially in 
cases where no harm or pain is caused to the animals in question.15 

It is equally difficult to discuss utilitarianism and abolitionism in response to individual 

artworks due to the fact that the result very quickly becomes repetitive. My studio practice 

has been largely guided by utilitarianism and is based on the pragmatic idea that every 

small act can help to make a difference. For me, abolitionism is simply not a productive way 

to make change. This paper has been written not only within an animal rights framework 

but also a contemporary art framework. When personally questioning Francione on his 

opinion of using animals for artwork, it quickly became clear to me that abolitionism is no 

rigorous way to discuss contemporary art; he states, “I do not believe in using animals for 

such purposes (art) and every instance of such use that I have seen is nothing but outright 

exploitation.”16 

In looking at the extent to which animal rights has been scrutinised within global 

contemporary art since the 1960s, it is clear that there are two main scholarly approaches. 

Animal studies researchers acknowledge the difficulties involved with producing and 

viewing artwork involving the exploitation of animals; however, they rarely speak for or 

against it. Researchers and activists working within the field of animal rights are largely 

critical of such use and are quick to dismiss contemporary art as a legitimate platform for 

discussion by declaring that artworks that use animals are simply not art. 

As identified in Giovanni Aloi’s significant book Art & Animals (2011), the rise of animal 

studies within contemporary art has been accelerating within recent years. Over the course 

of undertaking this research, the media has been occupied with stories regarding the 

treatment of animals within industrial institutions, medical research and domestic 

environments. The broader public is becoming more aware of the mistreatment of animals 

within society and within contemporary art.17 When considering contemporary art, the 

                                                           
15 Kieran Cashell, Aftershock (London UK: I. B. Tauris 2009), 173. 
16

 Gary L. Francione, correspondence with the author, 2 July 2013. 
17

 Simon Etherington, “Animal Rights and Artistic Freedom,” Arts Law Centre of Australia, 30 June 
2003, http://www.artslaw.com.au/articles/entry/animal-rights-and-artistic-freedom/. 
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most critical reference found was the Antennae Journal of Nature in Visual Culture. Edited 

by Aloi, many of the journal’s issues revolve around the ethical treatment of animals.18 

Singer’s Animal Liberation (1975) has been seminal to the development of animal rights 

thinking and so is very important to this research. In particular, his theories on Speciesism, 

humanity’s systematic disregard of nonhuman animals, is central to my research. Singer has 

been working for decades to reverse this mode of thought in order to alter our attitudes 

towards animals and therefore eliminate all forms of cruelty that we inflict upon them.  

Steve Baker’s work is also central to this discussion and is important to developing an 

understanding of the practical ways in which artists are using animals within their work. 

Baker’s inherent objectivity is useful to the research but problematic when considering it 

from an animal rights framework. Australian artist and scholar Yvette Watt writes:  

Baker's approach is to report upon and analyse contemporary art which uses or 
represents animals... While this objectivity is an accepted scholarly approach, it runs 
the risk of perpetuating the marginalisation of the individual animals that are the 
central matter of the argument by relegating them to little more than material, 
artistic commodities.19 

Watt’s concerns regarding Baker’s work are confirmed in a discussion about his recent book 

Artist Animal (2013) in which he writes: 

There are no limits to what can be done to an animal by an artist, whether through 
thoughtlessness or, occasionally, through cruelty. In terms of where artists choose to 
set their limits, there are some genuinely complex cases where the artist is clearly 
working with seriousness, awareness, and a sense of integrity, but where I’m 
personally uncomfortable with some of their decisions and actions. My approach has 
generally been to report in detail on these works and on the artist’s account of them, 
and to leave my readers to draw their own conclusions.20 

In The Postmodern Animal (2000), Baker discusses how the recent move toward physically 

using animals in artwork has been seen as both “ethically and aesthetically disturbing”.21 

Baker writes: “Both ethical judgement and attentive viewing are, it seems, too readily 
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 For example, the issues ‘Pig’ (2010), ‘Rogue Taxidermy’ (2008), and ‘The Death of the Animal’ 
(2008). 
19

 Yvette Watt, “Artists, Animals and Ethics,” Antennae 19, 2011: 69. 
20

 Steve Baker, “Animals, Artists and the Question of Ethics,” University of Minnesota Press, 30 
January 2013, http://www.uminnpressblog.com/2013/01/animals-artists-and-question-of-
ethics.html. 
21

 Steve Baker The Postmodern Animal (Clerkenwell UK: Reaktion Books 2000), 70. 
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suspended in the face of aesthetic pleasure.”22 This has been an important aspect to 

investigate within the research as it concerns the disregard for animals when the general 

populace is being entertained. Cashell’s Aftershock: The Ethics of Contemporary 

Transgressive Art (2009) also recognises this problem:  

Identification as art implicitly and often without argument has the indirect effect of 
justifying any cultural production, no matter what dubious moral features or ethical 
difficulties it may involve.23 

Aloi is more subjective when discussing issues regarding animals within contemporary art, 

often using a more personal and passionate voice than Baker’s distanced academic 

approach. He does not deny that a lot of the information and thinking in his book Art & 

Animals is similar to that presented in Baker’s The Postmodern Animal, but recommends 

that people read both books: “The Postmodern Animal was published in 2000 and so much 

more has taken place in the arts since then.”24 The tone of Art & Animals could also be 

indicative of the growing concern for the suffering of animals within society and 

contemporary art. The Postmodern Animal was written as an overview of animal studies at 

the time, whereas there is a sense of urgency to Aloi’s voice within Art & Animals. 

One of the major reasons offered in defence of using animals in art is that our lack of ability 

to communicate or understand animals makes it difficult to know whether or not they are 

suffering in the making of these artworks. In “The Scientific Basis for Assessing Suffering in 

Animals”, which is part of the compilation of papers In Defense of Animals: The Second 

Wave (2005) edited by Singer, Marian Stamp Dawkins establishes that this argument is 

invalid—we can indeed distinguish where suffering occurs. Dawkins addresses four main 

contexts for determining where suffering occurs: Physical, Physiological, Behavioural and 

Communicative.  

Physical suffering is often defined by recognising ill health by symptoms such as listlessness, 

loss of appetite, weight loss and a multitude of other symptoms that also affect human 

beings. Physiological suffering is recognised by looking at changes in hormone levels and 

other physiological aspects of the animal’s body. For example, a pig in a breeding crate may 

show physiological differences to a free-range pig. Behavioural suffering is the observation 
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 Giovanni Aloi, interview by Fauna and Flora, 2 May 2012, 
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of an animal’s behaviour in order to determine where suffering has occurred. Many animals 

display particular signs that can, with care, be used to infer something about their mental 

states. Communicating suffering when language is a barrier can be difficult. Dawkins refers 

to a 1978 experiment in which rats and hamsters were exposed to cigarette smoke through 

a small tube. The animals eventually blocked the tube with their own faeces in order to 

stop the stream of smoke. This action speaks louder than words, and shows that animals 

can communicate their needs to us.25 

Another defence for the use of animals in artwork is that the perceived lack of 

communication means that consent cannot be obtained; therefore, their use is considered 

acceptable. In Baker’s article “Haunted by the Animal” (2001), he suggests that: “[since] the 

animal in the gallery space is seldom (if ever) there of its own choosing, it is hardly 

surprising that the ethical issues raised by its treatment by the artist have now come to the 

fore.”26 This concept of consent crosses over into essentially every system in which an 

animal is used, as we have no way of knowing what they consent to. 

 

  

                                                           
25

 Marian Stamp Dawkins, “The Scientific Basis for Assessing Suffering in Animals,” in In Defense of 
Animals, ed. Peter Stringer (New York: Basil Blackwell, 1985), 27–40. 
26

 Steve Baker, “Haunted by the Animal,” Tate Magazine, September 2001, 
http://www.ekac.org/haunted.html. 
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METAPHOR 

Chapter 2 

 
 
 

Artists use animals in their work for many reasons. Sometimes, animals are used to 

represent an issue that directly concerns them (for example, Mark Dion uses second-hand 

taxidermy, otherwise known as ‘recycled taxidermy’ to describe the plight of the puffin). 

Sometimes, animals are used purely for aesthetics. The imagery these artists investigate 

can be quite distressing to the viewer, which is often what makes the art memorable. For 

example, it could be argued that the vision of the taxidermied dead rats that hang from a 

tree in Dion’s Monument to the Birds of Puffin Island (2009) is more memorable than the 

tree itself, or the issue that the work describes. More often, animals are used as a 

metaphor for identity, death, capitalism or social upheaval. In these instances, the animals 

act as a placeholder for a human issue. This use of metaphor can be seen in the work of 

many of the artists discussed in this research; for example, Damien Hirst’s use of a shark to 

represent the human fear of death.  

The use of metaphor within the works discussed is so overwhelming that it cannot be 

concentrated into one section, but the reasoning behind this heightened use can be 

described. Watt says: “Few artists depict animals as specific individuals. Instead they use 

animals as metaphors or symbols for the human condition, or as generic signifiers for the 

natural world.”27 

Through the use of metaphor, an animal is objectified, pulled apart and separated from its 

own meaning and then consumed by its viewers as an object, existing only as the thing it 

represents. This suggests that an animal has no right to an identity besides that which is 
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designated to it by a human, be they artist or viewer. Sue Coe, a prolific animal rights 

activist and artist, claims that this use of the animal as a symbol of something else is a 

conceited act. She believes that this process causes us to pay less attention to their 

interests and welfare.28 Through it, the animal becomes nothing more than a commodity, 

much like it is considered within industrial parameters. Artists are enticed by the animals’ 

capacity to be used in a metaphorical way as they are a much more effective ‘medium’ than 

any other. It provides viewers with an avenue to see that metaphor in a very real, relatable 

way. In an entire world of ‘mediums’, the animal seems to be considered the next closest 

thing to a human. 

Of course, the use of metaphor in art is not new, nor is the use of animals as metaphor. In 

1965, Joseph Beuys, who once said: “I would like to elevate the status of animals to that of 

humans”,29 lectured a dead hare on semiology, almost ten years before locking himself up 

with a live coyote for a week in I Like America and America Likes Me. In this work, the 

coyote acted as metaphorical protagonist and represented, in part, the Native Americans’  

history of persecution.30 Although Beuys claimed to have developed some form of 

relationship with the coyote during the exhibition, by forcing the animal to live in an 

unnaturally confined space and ascribing a piece of human history to its identity, he was 

also oppressing the coyote. 

Curator Massimiliano Gioni writes: "the idea of a perfect communion with nature and the 

fear for its incipient destruction is a recurring theme among some artists today."31 Gioni 

goes on to describe how artists use animals as a metaphor for environmental concerns. 

There is something deeply unsettling about the idea of proving something is ethically vile by 

enacting it, as is the case when a taxidermy of a tiger shark is used to enlighten society to 

its impending demise, as Hirst would have people believe,32 or a cow is slaughtered in a 

gallery space, justified by an accompanying didactic about the horror surrounding 

slaughterhouses. 
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Karen Chapman, curator of The Human Zoo, an exhibition held in 2003 at the Hatton Gallery 

of Newcastle University in the United Kingdom, argues in stark opposition to the idea that 

contemporary art uses animals merely as metaphor:  

In the past, animals were largely portrayed in art as existing to serve man... 
traditionally, art featuring animals tended to serve purely as a sentimental record for 
their owners, [whereas] contemporary artists see animals more as equals, with their 
own values which exist outside of their relationship with man.33   

However, based on the sheer number of artists who are killing animals in order to make 

artwork, it is hard to see how Chapman believes that contemporary artists see animals as 

equals. Surely one does not cause the death of an equal. In 2000, Dion published “Some 

Notes towards a Manifesto for Artists Working With or About the Living World” in which he 

stated: 

Artists working with living organisms must know what they are doing. They must take 
responsibility for the plants' or animals' welfare. If an organism dies during an 
exhibition, the viewer should assume the death to be the intention of the artist.34 

Strangely, the repercussions of this statement 

can be applied to his work; he has made a 

career of using recycled and newly produced 

examples of taxidermy, along with live animals. 

Dion contracted a taxidermist for the dead rats 

he used in Monument to the Birds of Puffin 

Island (2009, Figure 1). Previously, Dion had 

made use of taxidermied animals found in 

second-hand stores, but when he could not 

find the appropriate animals he needed, he 

commissioned their deaths instead. Unlike 

traditional taxidermy, which shows animals 

alive, these rats were not romanticised but 

sculpted to appear unambiguously dead. A 

small tree was installed in the centre of the 

room, from which a dozen dead rats, covered in tar, hung by their necks. 
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 Mark Dion, Mark Dion: Full House, ex. cat. (Connecticut: Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art, 2003). 

Figure 1 Mark Dion Monument to the Birds of 

Puffin Island 2009, mixed media 
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Dion muses over the tools that are available to artists that are not available to scientists; 

namely, humour, irony and metaphor.35 Dion uses animals in this work for the purposes of 

conveying a metaphor, but one that regards animality; the march of extinction. The work 

relates to the destruction of birds on Puffin Island, off the coast of Wales, in the late-

nineteenth century. Introduced rats proliferated and destroyed the eggs and nests of a 

large colony of puffins, almost eradicating their presence on the island. Although the rats 

are the immediate culprits, Dion suggests that the deaths of the puffins is in fact due more 

to the impact of humans, since they brought the rats to the island. 

As scientists have warned, we are currently experiencing the sixth mass extinction in the 

history of life on Earth with an estimated 30,000 species disappearing each year.36 Dion 

uses taxidermy to express his concerns about this extinction, but this strategy is 

problematic. Taxidermy, in a museological sense, is used to raise awareness of different 

species, their history, and the threats that face them. This has had the unfortunate side 

effect of popularising taxidermy, which has led to the development of trophy hunting, 

ultimately contributing to the demise of many animal species.  

Aside from his use of live animals and commissioned taxidermy, Dion’s work speaks 

honestly and passionately about the issues that face animals. In 1990, he and his 

contemporary William Scheffernine created Wheel Barrows for Progress, which involved a 

wheelbarrow full of stuffed toy animals. This work addressed the tendency of 

environmentalists to focus on photogenic animals in order to manipulate their viewers. 

They suggested that all animals needed to be protected—ugly and ‘cute’—in order for the 

preservation of entire ecosystems to occur. It is refreshing to know that a successful artist is 

attempting to push boundaries in the name of animal rights. 

As will be further reiterated throughout this paper, metaphor is not a legitimate reason for 

using animals in art. Gioni says: "Humans have the privilege of using animals to represent 

our most private fears. Unfortunately, we will never know how animals depict and imagine 

us."37 Equally, we will never know how animals feel about being used to represent 

humanity.  
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SHOCK AND VIOLENCE 

Chapter 3 

 
 
 

Transgressive art is a popular way of forcing the viewer to experience something that is 

disturbing or shocking, to challenge the status quo and create change. It is also used as a 

marketing tool for artists to gain recognition.38 Baker suggests that postmodernism 

stimulated the use of shock within contemporary art.39 He finds it interesting that the use 

of shocking imagery regarding animals, and often their deaths, emerged around the same 

time that the animal rights movement came to the fore,40 alongside the beginning of the 

popularisation of vegetarianism, veganism and animal rights groups. 

Some of these artists are famous within the art world, such as Damien Hirst; others are 

simply infamous, such as Guillermo Vargas, who is said to have starved a dog in a gallery. 

Some are yet to achieve major recognition within their field but have gained a reputation 

that is notable enough for the purpose of critique. The fact that these reputations are often 

based on the controversy surrounding their artwork, more so than the work itself, suggests 

that the shock relating to the death of the animal often remains as nothing more than a 

shock factor. It does not necessarily make for good art. Eugene Myers suggests that such 

use of disturbing imagery can have unintended side-effects, such as causing an immunity in 

the viewer whereby they may immediately ignore the violence, actively avoid it or seek it 

out.41 A major problem with violence in art is the process of normalising it. This is not to say 

that an artwork describing something violent would normalise it in society, but it may have 
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the effect of normalising the use of such violence in art. Therefore, if violence is used to 

describe and speak out against something violent, it may be considered worthwhile, but 

when it is simply violence, with no other reasoning, it may be considered as encouraging 

ongoing violence. 

Controversy has followed 

Hirst throughout his 

career. He was one of the 

first and most prominent 

contemporary artists to 

portray a shocking image 

of death within a gallery 

space, presenting a tiger 

shark submerged in 

formaldehyde in a large 

glass case, bearing the 

provocative title The 

Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind of Someone Living (1992, Figure 2). This quickly 

became one of the most iconic British artworks of the 1990s, and propelled Hirst into the 

media and a future of fame and notoriety. 

Hirst has also used cows, pigs and sheep for certain works, and one could argue that these 

animals would be otherwise have been slaughtered on farms, that becoming artwork may 

even be a better outcome for them. Perhaps this could be considered the case for some of 

the animals used in his artworks; however, The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind 

of Someone Living required Hirst to commission the hunting of a tiger shark that would 

otherwise have not been killed. Due to poor preservation techniques, the tiger shark 

deteriorated and needed to be replaced. Hirst then commissioned world-renowned shark 

hunter Vic Hislop of Hervey Bay, Australia, to hunt and kill three more tiger sharks and one 

great white shark.42 Hislop himself concedes that this shark is a noted vulnerable species,43 
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Figure 2 Damien Hirst The Physical Impossibility of Death in the Mind 
of Someone Living 1991, glass, painted steel, silicone, monofilament, 
shark and formaldehyde solution 
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saying: “They’re protected, and it was a big challenge just for it to leave Australia. But they 

[Hirst’s representatives] took care of all the paperwork.”44 

On his artworks that have used 

cows, such as Mother and Child 

(Divided) (1993, Figure 3), Hirst 

says: "they're just these peeled 

cows... so it doesn't matter. And 

they'll just rot."45 This statement is 

entirely disrespectful of animals, 

his viewers and his artwork.  

Although contemporary artists 

often choose to investigate more 

grandiose members of the animal 

kingdom, even the humble insect is not safe from Hirst. A Thousand Years (1991, Figure 4) 

was Hirst's first work involving animals. It included a large glass case that housed an 

ecosystem of flies being born, eating, breeding and dying of electrocution from a bug 

zapper; or dying of starvation once the food that was provided was consumed. It was noted 

that over sixty generations of flies died during the first instalment of this work.46 The work 

aimed to mirror human society; that we are born, become sexually mature, reproduce and 

inevitably die. As with most of 

Hirst's work, the flies were used 

as a metaphor for a human state; 

the march of time and the 

inevitability of death. By using 

metaphor to investigate the idea 

that humanity is conformist in its 

progress, Hirst has also robbed 

the animal of its right to be seen 

as an individual.  
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Figure 3 Damien Hirst Mother and Child (Divided) 1993, 
glass, painted steel, silicone, acrylic, monofilament, 
stainless steel, cow, calf and formaldehyde solution 

Figure 4 Damien Hirst A Thousand Years 1990, glass, steel, 
silicone rubber, painted MDF, Insect-O-Cutor, cow’s head, 
blood, flies, maggots, metal dishes, cotton wool, sugar and 
water. 
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Baker argues that animals should not be treated as inanimate objects and questions the 

ethics of A Thousand Years based on the fact that the animals involved were pushed into an 

unnatural environment.47 Baker’s approach is questionable due to the fact that this, 

although a human-created ecosystem, is not unlike the environment that most flies would 

be familiar with in nature, and at the hands of humanity. Hirst was not necessarily directly 

responsible for the death of a particular animal, but the situation in which the animals 

existed. It is difficult to discern where the responsibility for these creatures' deaths lies. This 

connection with death is made in much of Hirst’s work, but always by commissioning others 

to do the killing for him and distancing himself from guilt or blame with cold comments 

such as "You kill things to look at them."48 

In his 2012 retrospective at the Tate 

Modern in London, Hirst recreated the 

artwork In and Out of Love (1991, Figure 

5) to a resounding protest from animal 

rights organisations, individuals and 

members of the media. The exhibition 

saw thousands of Owl and Heliconius 

butterflies hatching into an enclosed 

room that was accessible to gallery 

visitors.49 These species of butterflies 

have an average life span of up to nine 

months in the wild, but in this 

environment, they survived for anywhere between a few hours to a few days, with 400 new 

butterflies being introduced each week. Undeniably, Hirst’s work is about gaining notoriety 

and money; as artist Peter Blake comments: “Damien’s art is about money and as a by-

product he’s become a multi-millionaire, but that’s not important to him. He plays a game 

of finance, and that’s what it’s all about.”50 
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Figure 5 Damien Hirst In and Out of Love 1991, 
butterflies and household gloss on canvas, painted 
MDF, steel, Formica, MDF, ashtrays, cigarette 
packets and cigarettes 
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In researching The Promise of Money (2003, Figure 6), I discovered that this work has not 

been discussed by Hirst or his critics. The artwork is a taxidermied cow hanging by the neck 

from a purple cloth, eviscerated; its innards tumbling out grotesquely onto a square mirror. 

Its body is positioned in a submissive pose and its tongue hangs in a humiliating fashion. It 

appears that he is suggesting that the Iraq War is a ‘cash cow’, as the money littered among 

the intestines and blood is Iraqi money, or ‘blood money’, as many would call it. The work 

was made in 2003, the same year that the United States decided to go to war with Iraq. If 

this is the meaning behind the work, it could explain the lack of discussion of the artwork, 

as it is a form of political comment that is uncommon for Hirst. It is about death in a specific 

situation, as opposed to death in general. 

The purple cloth that hangs the cow needs to be considered as symbolic; if Hirst did not 

want to draw attention to it, he would have used a rope. The cloth could represent the 

cloth used for the purple hearts that are awarded to members of the United States military 

Figure 6 Damien Hirst The Promise of Money 2003, resin, steel, mirror, 
pigments, cow hair, glass eyes, sling, hoist, Iraqi money and blood 
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who have been wounded or killed in battle. It could be an ironic statement about the folly 

of bravery and war. 

Regardless of the meaning, from an aesthetic and animal rights perspective, the artwork is 

demeaning to animals. The cow is possibly one of the most persecuted and abused animal 

in existence, so it makes sense that Hirst would choose a cow to represent the atrocities he 

foresaw occurring in Iraq. The title of the work could refer to the speculation of liberal 

persons regarding the Iraq War.51 It could also refer to the way in which Hirst has come to 

see the art world. 

Cashell suggests that because Hirst’s work cannot be accused of causing any direct harm to, 

or inflicting suffering on, the animals involved in its production, according to a utilitarian 

framework, his artwork cannot be morally objectionable.52 However, when looking at 

Hirst’s work from a speciesist perspective, it can be argued that the removal of a great 

white shark from its natural habitat could be of great detriment to the continuance of its 

species, setting an example that it is reasonable to kill a member of a vulnerable species as 

long as the work is ‘indisputably creative’.53 Certainly, Hirst has contributed to the deaths of 

many animals. Moreover, being at the forefront of this trend, Hirst has also contributed to 

the popularisation of artworks that involve the death of animals, and the subsequent 

furthering of disregard for their lives. 

Ukrainian artist Nathalia Edenmont is known for her photographs of small animals in the 

moments immediately following their deaths. Her work involves rabbits mounted perfectly 

on porcelain pedestals, cats adorned with aristocratic collars, mice worn as finger puppets 

or bird eyes used as replacements for the stamens of flowers. Much of her photography 

mimics the fashion developed by the seventeenth-century Dutch masters.54 

Edenmont’s photographs that involve the killing of animals are each titled with a person’s 

name. While there is no didactic information available about the works, their titles could be 

read as a way to understanding them. For example, the work George W (2003, Figure 7) 

could be insinuating that former American president George W. Bush was seen by his 

constituents as a white angel sitting upon a pedestal, but viewed by his opponents as a rat. 
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Due to the posture of the porcelain sculpture, comparisons could also be made 

(presumably with more than a hint of irony) to Auguste Rodin’s The Thinker (c. 1880). 

Edenmont has no skills in taxidermy or sculpture, so the subjects of her photographs are 

newly dead and soon to be discarded. The short time between death and rigor mortis 

potentially results in the killing of many animals for the production of one photograph. 

Edenmont is often dissatisfied with the first photograph she takes, and so retakes them, 

often requiring new animals, over and over, until she is satisfied: “If I got the images in five 

minutes, or two hours, I wouldn’t believe in them.”55 She attempts to capture an image of 

life, seemingly not considering the fact that she could use live animals and Photoshop to 

achieve the same visual results. 

Edenmont conforms to the notion 

that killing animals for food is no 

different to killing animals for art; as 

she says: “I used to cut up animals all 

the time when I was a housewife, so 

why not do it for my art?”56 Although 

she does not actively conceal the way 

in which the photographs are made, 

all of Edenmont’s works are displayed 

as photographs with didactics 

describing their medium only as 

photographs, not parts of animals. Is 

this because she favours the 

photographic process over the act of constructing her images, or is it possible that she has 

some amount of shame or remorse for the way her photographs are made? 

The works involving the killing of animals are considered her early works and the only 

discourse that remains regarding these works is in relation to the controversy around the 

fact that animals died in their making. This controversy did not highlight the point she was 
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Figure 7 Nathalia Edenmont George W 2003, C-print 
mounted on Perspex 
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aiming to make with the work, as this point has been lost among the furore that 

surrounded her artwork, and remains unknown. 

There were many protests at her exhibition openings, which art critic Per Hüttner suggests 

were hypocritical:  

Looking at Nathalia's work we are faced with these unanswered and unanswerable 
questions. This can be a very frustrating and violent experience; it can force us to feel 
our own powerlessness in the world, which, of course, is both painful and 
demeaning. In the light of this it is hardly surprising that many visitors react violently 
towards the work, but could this violence only be a revolt against the visitor’s 
inability to be introspective? Could the many moralizing outbursts in front of the 
work be a misdirected anger at being reminded of questions that society has long 
swept under the carpet to retain its calm and order?57 

In Hüttner’s review of Edenmont’s work, he is unabashedly in favour of her artwork, and 

her use of animals. The questions he raises are posed rhetorically. He is saying that the only 

reason so many people have protested against Edenmont’s work is because they have 

personal issues with the world that surrounds them. However, for many, the issue is the 

fact that the world that surrounds them seems to encourage the sort of artwork that 

Edenmont is producing. It may be hypocritical for a meat-eating viewer to be angry when 

faced with a photograph of a dead rabbit, but that does not make the anger any less worthy 

of recognition. In fact, as Watt writes:  

Protests at Nathalia Edenmont’s exhibition reflect a growing concern about what is 
acceptable treatment/use of animals, with artists and exhibitions openly targeted 
when what they have done is deemed to be unacceptable.58 

Furthermore, Ellie Maldonado, of the Friends of Animals Animal Rights group, says: 

We wonder why she [Edenmont] has not used the available technology to 
photograph living animals and achieve the same visual results. Or, if her artistic vision 
concerns death, why she uses animals at all; and then why not animals who have 
died for other reasons?59 

It must be asked why Edenmont insists on using the suffering of animals as the basis of her 

artwork. To do this, it is important to look at the demographic that has delivered Edenmont 

her small fame. Her infamy has been developed through the popularity of internet outcry 
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and the lobbying of Wetterling Gallery.60 Her work would not have attracted so much 

attention if it lacked the confronting aspect of death. Her work has possibly only become 

recognised due to its shock factor. 

In regards to protests against Wetterling Gallery, head of exhibitions at Whitechapel Art 

Gallery in London, Andrea Tarsia, believes that it is vital for artists and galleries to take 

responsibility for the work they show. Discussing the broader issue, and giving weight to 

earlier discussions on animals being used exploitatively to represent the oppression that 

they suffer, Tarsia says:  

Unless you are experimenting with your own skin then I'm not sure that inflicting 
harm as a comment on the harm being inflicted is a particularly fruitful or interesting 
position, aesthetically, philosophically or ethically.61 

After Edenmont's experience with 

internet fame, her recent work has 

moved towards human subjects, 

keeping the same kitsch darkness 

she has previously used, with a 

strong continuing theme of death. A 

majority of these images use only 

human subjects, but a few, in 

particular Lost (2007, Figure 8), 

continue to incorporate newly 

deceased animals.  

Edenmont’s work may be seen as 

beautiful on the outside, but the 

reality behind it is violence. Aloi 

writes: 

The killing of the animals does not 
happen in front of us, but our knowledge that the artist has killed the animals herself 
for the purpose of inclusion in her work plays a key role in our understanding of it.62 
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Figure 8 Nathalia Edenmont Lost 2007, C-print mounted 
on Perspex 
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Edenmont’s reputation as a notable contemporary artist is due at least in part to the 

controversy she garnered in the early stages of her career. As she personally kills the 

animals she uses, the animals may have suffered unnecessarily, and in 2003, she was taken 

to court by the Swedish Veterinary Association for failing to have a veterinarian present 

when killing the animals she used in her photographs.63 Regardless of whether or not the 

animals were delivered a ‘humane’ death, Edenmont killed many, many animals in striving 

for that one ‘perfect’ photograph. 64  One must question the worth of the artwork and the 

artist’s ethics.  

Often artworks that 

involve animals hide 

the fact that the 

animals are suffering 

or have suffered. If 

the animal is alive, it 

appears safe. If the 

animal is dead, it is 

usually not shown as 

a carcass, but a 

representation of 

how it appeared in 

life. Violence, however, is still a much-used aesthetic. Animal rights groups use violence as 

an effective tool to show the treatment that animals endure.  

Austrian performance artist Hermann Nitsch stages theatrical occurrences based on religion 

and war. These instances of bacchanalia involve feasting, drug taking, crucifixions, cult-like 

attire, animal immolation, and sundry red items as props and ritualistic performances. 

Nitsch was first recognised in the early 1960s when he exhibited a skinned and eviscerated 

lamb crucified against a white wall, with its entrails displayed below. He then went on to 

stage the Theatre of Orgies and Mysteries (Figure 9) nearly 100 times between 1962 and 

1998. 
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Figure 9 Hermann Nitsch Theatre of Orgies and Mysteries 1962–98, 
various performances 
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Nitsch has been known to create aesthetically pleasing paintings using the blood, bile and 

excrement of the animals that are killed within his performances (1998, Figure 10). He has 

also made many similar paintings using traditional mediums, such as oil, acrylic, 

watercolour and graphite (1986, Figure 11). The mediums used for these paintings are 

indecipherable from one another, which shows how the same results can be achieved 

without harming animals. 

Argentinian theorist Osvoldo Romberg asserts that Nitsch is influenced by Sigmund Freud’s 

and Michel Foucault’s writings on sadomasochism and that his work serves to encompass: 

“Purification, therapy and an awareness of death through catharsis and participation.”65 His 

performances are intended to be a cathartic awakening for the participants, even though 

they are of an inherently violent nature. One particular work shows the gutted carcass of a 

pig meticulously attached to the front of a nude, blindfolded woman who is hung from a 

crucifix. A frenzy of onlookers, dressed in white, hold open her ‘stomach’ as she is pushed 

along in a procession-style setting. Regarding this catharsis, Nitsch says: “The ripping apart 

of raw flesh should be satisfying and enjoyable as it relieves man of his suppressed 

desires.”66  

Nitsch believes that art should be altruistic and suggests that his work serves to enlighten 

audiences to the human relationship with animals. This relationship is of collective 

hypocrisy, as negative reactions to the work are often from those who are still consuming 
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Figure 10 Hermann Nitsch Schuttebild 1998, oil 
and blood on jute 

Figure 11 Hermann Nitsch Splatter Painting 1986, 
oil and acrylic on canvas 
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meat and wearing leather.67 This would be a poignant observation if Nitsch, who once said: 

“My speciality is the agonizing torture of animals”,68 had proven only that his opponents 

were not without guilt. Enlightening his viewers to this fact does not absolve him, or his 

artwork, of ethical responsibility. 

Nitsch has said that: “It is our flesh and blood I work with.”69 Even though this statement 

was intended as a metaphor, it should not be taken lightly. This recalls Sue Coe’s musings 

about robbing the animal of its identity. Blood is not metaphorical; it is the physical blood 

that has been taken from a killed animal. Nitsch claims that there are no limits in art,70 no 

space for a line to be drawn. When considering this belief, and reflecting upon his previous 

work, his future becomes a little unnerving. But Nitsch is not without guilt, a fact that sets 

him aside from many artists. He says that he does not like to kill, that he loves animals, and 

that the making of his work is very difficult for him.71 

Romberg mentions that instead of searching for a reason why Nitsch’s work should or 

should not exist, we should consider the fact that different people gain different existential 

experiences when viewing his work, and we should accept it for what it is.72 This suggests 

we should not question these performances because they elicit some form of response 

from viewers. It encourages the killing of animals for creative endeavour simply because 

we, as humans, have a desire to understand our own existence and a belief that the death 

of animals will somehow reveal it. 

In 1976, at the California State University in Los Angeles, American artist Kim Jones staged a 

performance titled Rat Piece in which three live rats were burnt to death as they ran 

around screaming inside of a wire cage.73 This contentious performance piece led to the 

dismissal of the gallery director and a court case for Jones.74 Watt suggests that: “As 

horrendously cruel and unnecessary as such an act must seem to many people ... it might 
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seem reasonable to assume Jones' Rat Piece was of its time and would not be deemed 

acceptable in the 21st Century.”75 

Although this act was obviously not reasonable for its time (since legal action was taken), 

Watt does not explain how or why times have changed so drastically in the last three 

decades that such a thing was then deemed acceptable. Artist Noah Becker argues that this 

sort of work should never have had a place in contemporary art: 

Sick acts by deranged people are the same in any medium. It's no different than 
someone justifying homicide in the name of a religion or the name of political beliefs. 
None of this work has been very good on top of it being a demented act.76 

Jones’s work is an extreme example of animal cruelty. This artwork did nothing to 

entertain, enlighten or educate its audience. Its only aesthetic quality was the visible 

violence inflicted on the rats and its only impact was that the rats died. If this work were to 

be considered art, it is only because Jones deemed it so. 

I did not want my own work to cause 

shock or reference violence as 

explicitly as the artists discussed here, 

but I did feel that it was a powerful 

tool to use in gaining empathy from 

viewers for the animals that are 

victims of this violence. Therefore, I 

chose to investigate hunting as it is an 

inherently violent practice. Since 

humankind has existed, hunting has 

been used for food gathering. It has 

since developed into a form of sport, 

and in more recent times, as a way of 

limiting the overpopulation of a 

particular species. One of the major 

problems with hunting is the inability 

to monitor and control the suffering 
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Figure 12 Angela Hughes [deer] Wamwl (detail) 2010–
13, pen on cardboard food packaging 
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involved with the killing of these animals. 

When a deer is hunted to be used as a trophy, the head is the most important part and 

must stay intact. This often results in the animal being shot in the body and dying slowly, 

rather than through a 'kill shot' to the head.  

The work [deer] Wamwl (2010–2013, Figure 12) is made up of a large number of detailed 

pen drawings of deer on the backs of cardboard boxes previously used as food packaging. 

The variety of grey, brown and beige shades represent the fur of the deer. I believe the 

interlocking boxes of different shapes, sizes and colours creates an uneasy feeling within 

the viewer. Since the work is not simply read from left to right, viewers are not sure where 

to begin and end their viewing experience. This confusion is representative of how a deer 

might feel when being chased by guns through a never-ending sea of trees. Many of the 

deer drawn for the work have a haunted look that suggests the fear I wanted to show. 

Using these animals in an artwork that is mounted on a gallery wall provides a correlation 

with their use as trophies. 

After spending a great deal of time 

looking at the hunting techniques 

that affect deer, I became 

particularly interested in hunting 

techniques specifically used in 

Australia. Under the Nature 

Conservation Act, dugongs are 

listed as being illegal to hunt in 

most parts of Australasia due to 

their status as a vulnerable species. 

However, Indigenous Australians 

and Torres Strait Islanders still have 

the right to hunt a limited number 

of dugongs for the purpose of 

enacting cultural ceremonies.77 

These laws are considered to have 
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Figure 13 Angela Hughes [deer] Wamwl - Dugong 2010–
13, pen on cardboard food packaging 
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some problems in that it is acceptable for these hunters to use aluminium motor boats and 

modern harpoons,78 and the practices used to hunt the dugongs are considered incredibly 

cruel. It should be noted that many Indigenous people are outraged by the dugong’s 

impending threat of extinction,79 and that Native Title Laws have recently changed to 

abolish cruelty to dugongs and turtles, although the endangered species are still allowed to 

be hunted.80 Considering the similarities between the slow and painful deaths of deer and 

dugong due to hunting techniques, and the fact that dugongs are in a much higher threat 

category than deer, I decided to draw one solitary image of a dugong and place it among 

the images of the deer (Figure 13). This addition made it evident that the work was not 

simply images of deer.  

Although shock and violence are closely related themes, they can and do exist separately. 

One of my works, 3200 Tigers (2012, Figure 14) engages shock without using violence. The 

shock occurs when the viewer realises what the work is about. A century ago there existed 

around 100,000 tigers in the wild, a significant and safe population. Today, their numbers 

have dwindled to a mere 3,200.81 Although there are many more tigers kept in captivity, 

and conservation efforts are in place, if their numbers continue to decrease at this rate and 

tigers are unable to live in the wild, the species is likely to become extinct. 
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When originally shown in 2012 at The Word Conterminous 2, 3200 Tigers was made of a 

wooden shelf attached to a wall with 3200 handmade tiger crayons piled on top. Below the 

shelf sat a matching piece of wood and viewers were invited to essentially 'use up' the 

crayons until they were all gone, an analogy for what is happening to them in the wild. A 

small plaque with the engraved title ‘3200 Tigers’ was attached to the front of the shelf and 

was intended to suffice as explanation of the intent behind the work. Viewers were 

provided with a plain piece of white paper and asked to draw pictures of tigers to attach to 

the wall. The addition of interactivity did not work as well as hoped, so this work was 

reimagined. The tigers were arranged around a wine bottle with a homemade label 

suggesting that the wine was tiger bone wine. The tiger’s status as a delicacy has led to its 

greatly diminished population. Viewers are no longer invited to take the tigers, but they are 

not discouraged from doing so either. The tigers will slowly crumble, melt or be taken. This 

still resembles what is happening to them in the wild, but using a much slower, more 

realistic time frame. 

The use of shock and violence in contemporary art has another more insidious impact on 

society due to high-profile artists often, perhaps unwittingly, encouraging imitators. These 

self-declared artists are following this dangerous fashion of cruelty under the guise of art, a 

Figure 14 Angela Hughes 3200 Tigers 2012, handmade crayons and wine bottle 
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precedence that has been set by the artists discussed in this chapter. In 1977, prolific 

American sculptor Tom Otterness shot a stray dog in a film he titled Shot Dog Film.82 Aged 

twenty-five, Otterness was attempting some form of protest against the Vietnam War. In 

2011, thirty-four years later, Otterness was awarded a $750,000 contract from the San 

Francisco Arts Commission. However, after being made aware of his sordid past, the Mayor 

of San Francisco put the project on hold, calling the film “deeply disturbing”.83 This 

illustrates the repercussions an artist might incur if they decide to kill an animal for their 

artwork. These callous acts will always be remembered. 
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HYPOCRISY & BLAME 

Chapter 4 

 
 

 
The use of animals in art can be heavily laden with hypocrisy. A meat eater will protest the 

killing of a cat or an activist will fight for the rights of animals while removing the rights of 

an artist. Artists such as Guillermo Vargas and Marco Evaristti use the harming of animals to 

reveal the hypocrisy in their viewer responses. Sometimes the harm caused through this art 

is not the fault of one perpetrator but can be attributed to a number of complicit 

individuals. While exposing this hypocrisy may not justify these acts, it is worth discussing 

the importance of hypocrisy and blame in both artists and the viewing public. 

Vargas is infamous for his 

exhibition Exposición No 1 

(2007, Figure 15), which was 

held at the Códice Gallery in 

Nicaragua. It involved the 

removal of ‘Natividad’, a 

starving dog, from the streets 

of Nicaragua. Natividad was 

tied to the wall of the gallery 

with the words “Eres Lo Que 

Lees” (You Are What You Read) Figure 15 Guillermo Vargas Exposición No 1 2007, performance 
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written on the wall in dog food, a seemingly callous act. The exhibition also involved the 

burning of 175 rocks of crack cocaine and a substantial amount of marijuana. This was 

related to Vargas having seen the killing of a drug dealer by a number of police dogs.84 

After the exhibition, Vargas refused to comment on the fate of Natividad, but rumours 

were rife. In Costa Rica, Vargas's home country, a newspaper reported that the dog died 

after the first day of the show due to starvation.85 However, gallery director, Juanita 

Bermudez, insisted that the dog was fed, did not die, and had escaped immediately after 

the exhibition ended: "It was untied all the time except for the three hours the exhibition 

lasted and it was fed regularly with dog food Habacuc [Vargas] himself brought in.”86 

The public, along with a number of animal rights groups, were appalled by the work. A 

petition that began circulating the internet in October 2007 quickly became viral and called 

for the disqualification of Vargas as the representative of Costa Rica at the Honduras 

Biennial.87 

In staging this installation, Vargas, perhaps unwittingly, had brought a major hypocrisy to 

the public eye. He made evident the lack of concern by these protesting individuals for the 

problem that prompted the work: the large number of stray dogs that die on the streets of 

Nicaragua every year. In speaking about the work, Vargas said: 

The purpose of the work was not to cause any type of infliction on the poor, innocent 
creature, but rather to illustrate a point. In my home city of San Jose, Costa Rica, tens 
of thousands of stray dogs starve and die of illness each year in the streets and no 
one pays them a second thought.88 

Although Vargas claimed his intent was not to harm an animal, Aloi disagrees: "In this case, 

the will to cause pain to the animal is undeniable.”89 Carol Gigliotti also says: 

The reality of animals starving, of real starvation in general, appearing almost as a 
side issue in this piece, was highlighted by the public reaction. This particular dog was 
starving, as are many animals and humans all over this planet. "It is just a dog"... is 
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not an answer that is acceptable any longer. Individual starving dogs matter, as do 
individual humans, no matter in what part of the world they live.90 

These are both valid opinions, but they are dominated by a seemingly unforgiving loathing 

that misses a vital point. The animal rights groups, the scholars, the petitioners and the 

public as a whole were outraged at a single man for executing one single act. Prior to this 

exhibition, they were not concerned with the plight of the Nicaraguan or Costa Rican stray 

dogs that were outside of the gallery space dying of starvation at the same time. 

Regardless of whether or not Natividad died, he played a pivotal role in enlightening the 

greater world to a terrible problem. It is easy to point blame and hatred at one person, but 

not as easy to tackle a greater issue. Considering this, Vargas had a good point to make, but 

it seems he did so in a way that only alienated those who would otherwise have agreed 

with him. On a more positive note, protestors against Vargas may go on to assist in limiting 

canine famine in South America. 

The most disturbing aspect of this 

artwork occurred on the evening 

of the exhibition opening. While 

visitors to the gallery were 

instructed not to feed Natividad, 

they were not actively stopped 

from doing so. Nevertheless, in 

many photographs, spread across 

the internet following the 

exhibition, gallery patrons can be 

seen ignoring the dog, indulging in wine and going about their evening as though it were a 

typical art exhibition (Figure 16). This is as equally problematic as the creation of the work. 

This overpopulation of stray dogs in Nicaragua seems to have desensitised the gallery 

patrons to the issue. Apart from the photographer, nobody in this photograph is looking at 

the dog. Whether it is apathy that caused this response, or active avoidance, it is unsettling 

that such an exhibition could have taken place without any viewer interaction. 
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Canadian artist, Rick Gibson did not involve animals in the making of his work Sniffy the Rat 

(1989, Figure 17), but it is the suggestion of animal cruelty that warrants him notice. Gibson 

planned to stage a performance in which he would squash a live rat by the name of Sniffy 

between two canvases. He arrived empty-handed at the designated place to meet 

hundreds of animal rights protestors. He proceeded to tell them that Sniffy had been 

returned to the pet store from which he was borrowed to be sold as snake food. The 

protestors chased Gibson through the streets of Vancouver, seemingly not considering the 

fact that he had identified a more important issue; that it is easy to detest a human being 

for proposing a particular act, but not so 

easy to tackle a greater underlying problem. 

This problem was the fact that thousands of 

rats and mice were sold every day to be 

eaten alive by pet snakes, a cruel and 

untimely death. 

Robin Laurence suggests that there is irony 

in the fact that a crowd so empathetic to the 

survival of a rat would so readily threaten 

violence to a human being.91 Although a 

good point, it seems that Laurence has 

suggested that chasing and yelling at a man 

is worse than the idea of squashing an 

animal. In the past, Gibson has made 

artworks involving the eating of human flesh 

and the use of human foetuses, so Laurence 

questions whether or not it may have been 

Gibson’s original intent to kill Sniffy. This is a valid assumption if considering Gibson’s 

oeuvre as intentionally provocative, but when looking at it as a way of challenging 

hypocrisies, it creates work of more importance. 

This work was about an issue that concerns animals. While it may not be a direct result of 

Gibson’s work, in more recent times, snake owners have moved towards feeding their 

snakes mice and rats that have been killed ‘humanely’, a process that is not only better for 
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Figure 17 Rick Gibson Sniffy the Rat 1989, mixed 

media 
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rodents but safer for the snakes. Gibson could have killed Sniffy and presented the 

hypocrisy post-mortem, but decided this death was not necessary for the message to be 

successful, and he was correct.  

In 2000, Chilean artist Marco Evaristti held an exhibition entitled Helena (2000, Figure 18) at 

the Trapholt Art Museum in Denmark. The exhibition featured ten Moulinex Optiblend 

2000 blenders, each containing one live goldfish. Upon entrance to the gallery space, 

viewers were given the implicit authorisation to turn on the blenders, thus killing the 

goldfish in front of other gallery visitors. After some viewers switched on the blenders, 

gallery director Peter Meyer was charged and later acquitted of animal cruelty.92 This 

artwork also resulted in Evaristti 

being charged with animal cruelty 

multiple times, in multiple 

countries.93 

Dealing almost exclusively in dark 

themes, Evaristti was inspired by 

the notorious Milgram Experiment 

of 1963, in which participants were 

coaxed into obeying an authority 

figure, against their own personal 

beliefs and ethical standards, 

resulting in the minor harm of 

other human beings. Evaristti intended the work to act as a social experiment and would 

watch as viewers were categorised into three groups he described as: "The idiot, who 

pushes the button; the voyeur, who loves to watch; and the moralist, who will judge the 

action."94 Perhaps Evaristti considered himself to be the deity, watching his subjects as they 

carefully fell into his narrow classes. It could be suggested that an alternative outcome for 

Helena could have been considered. If Evaristti were to have rendered the blenders broken, 

unbeknown to the viewer, the action of attempting to kill the fish would have still occurred, 
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Figure 18 Marco Evaristti Helena 2000, 10 Moulinex 
Optiblend 2000 liquidisers, 10 goldfish and water 
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but no cruelty would have taken place. The idiot, the voyeur and the moralist would have 

still been uncovered. 

As previously mentioned, Dion stated: “If an organism dies during an exhibition, the viewer 

should assume the death to be the intention of the artist.”95 This belief that artists need to 

take responsibility for the ethical discrepancies in their own work is becoming more widely 

acknowledged, and clearly applies to Evaristti's work. Nevertheless, there are uncertainties 

within this debate that should be discussed. 

Evaristti attempted to elide this responsibility by handing it over to the viewer, creating a 

displacement of guilt. These fish would not have died in this gallery space if the viewers had 

not pressed the button, but then so too would no fish have died if Evaristti had not staged 

the show in this way. However, Singer draws light to the hypocrisy of the viewing public 

condemning Evaristti for such acts: 

Most people find it disturbing, but of course these same people, or most of them, eat 
fish and meat when they have no need to do so, and this practice requires killing 
animals. In the case of fish, all commercially caught fish die more slowly and painfully 
than the goldfish killed in the blenders. It is hard to see why Evaristti is guilty of 
cruelty but every commercial fisherman or amateur angler is not.96 

This can be applied to most of the artworks discussed here—perhaps the animals in 

question have suffered a fate much kinder than their normal fates within greater society, 

but it does not excuse such 

acts. Indeed, this sort of 

work runs the risk of 

reinforcing, rather than 

questioning, the prejudices 

we already hold towards 

animals. As Singer states, 

artists should not use 

“sentient beings as objects 

for art in ways that ignore 

their interests”.97 
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Figure 19 Marco Evaristti Helena – Destroyed by Protestors 2006, 
10 Moulinex Optiblend 2000 liquidisers, 10 goldfish and water 
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In 2006, when Helena was restaged at Kunstraum Dornbirn in Austria, viewers revolted by 

smashing the blenders on the opening night (Figure 19). In an interview with Evaristti, Eric 

Frank described this as an “ironic” act in which the fish were “freed”.98 But what does Frank 

mean by ‘free’? Did the protestors remove the fish before smashing the blenders or is that 

where the ‘irony’ lies; they freed the fish from their captivity by causing their deaths. It is 

interesting to note that in a non-Speciesist world, these protestors could be considered 

‘heroes’, whereas from a legal standpoint, they are more than likely considered ‘vandals’. 

Another legal comparison comes to mind when reading an interview in which Evaristti was 

asked if he would ever consider liquefying other types of animals. Evaristti said: “No. And 

for the record—I have never liquefied a fish.”99 In this response, he denies personal 

responsibility for his acts, which, in extreme cases, has been the excuse of sociopaths such 

as Charles Manson. Manson, when asked if he was guilty of murder, denied allegations and 

famously proclaimed: “I killed a chicken once.”100 Regardless of whether or not Manson 

ever did kill a human being by his own hand, he did encourage others to do so, and was 

found guilty for this. 

The fact that the only existing official research and discussion regarding Helena is 

concerned with the concepts of blame, responsibility and cruelty alludes to the fact that 

Helena may be, at its base, nothing more than bad art. This can be shown quite aptly in 

Aloi’s introduction to an article about the artist: "Marco Evaristti, an artist who has made 

controversy his main artistic skill, produced Helena.”101 

Before the controversy surrounding Helena, Evaristti publicised his intent to turn a man into 

fish food. Gene Hathorn had been on death row in Texas since 1985 for killing his father, 

stepmother and stepbrother. Hathorn maintained that he was innocent and consistently 

launched appeals against his penalty, but, if executed, requested that his body be deep-

frozen and transported to Germany where Evaristti would turn it into fish food. The 

proposed exhibition was intended to house a large tank full of goldfish and viewers would 

be invited to feed the fish with the remains of Hathorn's body. Should the viewers find such 

disgust in this process that they refused to feed the fish, it is said that they would 
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eventually starve. This lack of participation ending in the deaths of the fish is diametric to 

the process used in Helena, where the participation of the viewer contributed directly to 

the deaths of the fish. Evaristti's lawyer doubted that the testament bequeathing Hathorn's 

body to Evaristti would be considered valid by the Texan government. 

The concepts of blame 

and responsibility are 

integral to viewing the 

artwork of Adel 

Abdessemed. His 2008 

exhibition Don't Trust Me 

(Figure 20) was removed 

from the San Francisco 

art Institute following 

incessant protests by 

animal rights groups.102 A 

suite of eight films 

showed animals such as a horse, a sheep, a deer, a cow, a pig and a goat being clubbed to 

death in Mexico City; footage that would normally be part of an exposé on animal cruelty 

and not on the walls of a gallery space. The films were played at the same time, in the same 

room, with the sound on. 

In Eating Animals (2009), Jonathon Safran Foer asks  

How would you judge an artist who mutilated animals in a gallery because it was 
visually arresting? How riveting would the sound of a tortured animal need to be to 
make you want to hear it that badly?103 

Foer posed this question generally, but it certainly relates to the work of Abdessemed.  

Fear and violence are leitmotifs in the work of Abdessemed, who fled Algeria during the 

1994 civil unrest that left thousands of Algerian people murdered and displaced. He then 

settled in Paris and began his art career.104 Abdessemed’s films show no clarifying didactics 
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Figure 20 Adel Abdessemed Don’t Trust Me 2008, Video still. 
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to assist in the understanding of his work, which possibly adds to public outrage. When 

confronted with such violent imagery, human nature tends towards repugnance or 

curiosity; often both. Viewers may have been tempted to consider his goals to be altruistic, 

educational or animal rights related. His position in the making of Don’t Trust Me, after all, 

was as a bystander; a documenter, but these positions are quickly dismissed when viewing 

another work from the same year, titled Usine (2008, Figure 21). 

 ‘Usine’ means 

‘factory’ in French, 

and this work along 

with Don’t Trust Me 

attracted violent 

opposition when 

shown in Turin, Italy, 

a country with very 

strict laws regarding 

the welfare of 

animals. Usine involved filming a number of creatures battling each other and stalking other 

small animals: a snake strangles a frog; roosters attack one another; and dogs fight to the 

death. This film was made in Mexico, where there are no laws against animal cruelty and 

animal fighting is encouraged as a form of sport.105 Unlike Don’t Trust Me, for this work, 

Abdessemed staged the situations that formed the content of the film.  

Irene Calderoni, assistant curator at the Fondazione Sandretto Rebaudengo, where the 

work was shown in Turin, explained Abdessemed’s artwork by saying: "All of Adel's works 

engage the visitor with a strong emotional reaction.”106 This may be the case, but the 

increase of purely shocking imagery in contemporary media has left viewers with a 

complicated relationship with such emotional content. 
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Figure 211 Adel Abdessemed Usine 2008, video still 
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Ben Davis, associate editor of Artnet Magazine, refers to Abdessemed as: “the 

contemporary artist that animal rights activists love to hate”.107 In a panel discussion about 

Don’t Trust Me, John Rapko, in a less jovial manner, said: 

There is a tradition in modern art of "aesthetic evil," wherein artists present and 
explore, without obvious moral condemnation, the psychology of evil. Still, it is hard 
to see that Abdessemed's piece contributes to such a project; it seems rather to 
exploit the permissions established by this tradition in the service of odious self-
glorification.108 

This statement could apply to many of the artists addressed in this dissertation. As I have 

shown, this type of work, in particular Abdessemed’s, often serves no greater purpose than 

assisting the artist in their own endeavours.  

I have considered Abdessemed in this chapter since, while he has yet to kill an animal with 

his own hands, he has set the stage in which animals were to kill each other. The extreme 

violence of these deaths underlies the serious difficulty of viewing these works in an animal 

studies context. Don’t Trust Me was not the result of Abdessemed’s own actions. The 

recording of these violent killings may have enlightened the public to the atrocities that 

animals face. However, given Usine, in which the violence was a direct result of 

Abdessemed’s own actions, one can surmise that the artist does not have altruistic 

intentions. Surely, 

Abdessemed cannot be 

considered to have the best 

interests of animals in mind 

when he was quickly able to 

instigate their violent deaths.  

Chinese artist Huang Yong Ping 

is another artist that attempts 

to escape blame, and is also 

the culprit of much hypocrisy. 

Ping came under scrutiny 

during his 2008 retrospective 
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Figure 22 Huang Yong Ping Theatre of the World 1993, wood, 
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entitled House of Oracles at the Vancouver Art Gallery. The exhibition included a work titled 

Theatre of the World (1993, Figure 22) which involved a large screened enclosure that 

resembled a tortoise shell sitting below a large wooden python skeleton. The tortoise shell 

housed a plethora of incompatible, and often venomous, creatures, including tarantulas, 

cockroaches, millipedes, scorpions, lizards, snakes and toads. 

A didactic for this work read: “This work functions as a metaphor for the conflicts among 

different peoples and cultures; in short, human existence itself.”109 Ping’s work met all the 

criteria for being noticed and abhorred by the public. This comparison was not subtle; it 

explicitly explained that animals were being used as a metaphor for the human condition. 

One of Ping’s main goals for the artwork was to allow gallery-goers the chance to witness 

potential conflict, and the possible devouring of one species by another. This was in an 

attempt to strengthen the metaphor that was about the actions of humans in war and 

cultural conflicts.110 

Seen as one of China’s most controversial artists,111 Ping’s artwork was met with protests 

and threats of legal action for a number of reasons, the most prominent being its reliance 

on the violent interaction between animals and the lack of adequate water and heat 

provided to said animals. The Canadian Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 

(SPCA) found the animals to be living in poor conditions and ordered they be given water, 

food, heating and a place for the animals to rest or retreat from conflict. The gallery and 

Ping complied with the orders but in a second inspection, a vet declared the situation to be 

abysmal and called for the removal of the tarantulas and scorpions.112 Gigliotti saw the 

work before it was removed from the gallery: 

I found no water sources, no vegetation, and the animals seemed slow and dormant 
from the cold temperatures in the gallery and lack of any light, except for the one 
hanging lamp being monopolized by the largest lizard.113 

After being asked to remove the tarantulas and scorpions, Ping was angered by the 

constraints that had been placed on his work and so had all of the animals removed from 

the exhibition, leaving only the empty shell in silent protest to the SPCA. Ping said: 
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They completely ignored the concept and ideology behind this particular art work, 
citing instead the doctrines of so-called “animal rights” that violently interfere with 
the rights of an art work to be freely exhibited in an art museum.114 

Artists whose work comes under scrutiny for such issues are often quick to pose that 

Animal Rights and Artist Rights are on opposite sides of the argument. The catalogue, which 

originated from the exhibition’s first showing at the Walker Art Center, referred to the 

complaints, or as they put it, censorship, as being directed from “liberal humanists” and 

“racistculturalists”.115 It is interesting to note Ping’s inclusion of the word ‘violently’, 

considering the violent content of the artwork that was being contested. In this case, Ping 

has used the word ‘violently’ in such a broad way that it risks becoming meaningless. The 

SPCA were opposing an actual act of violence, whereas Ping describes a perceived, or 

metaphorical, act of violence. With this wildly sweeping statement, Ping suggests that 

concerns regarding animal welfare have impinged on the artist’s freedom of expression. 

This is an important argument in some cases, but when the freedom of expression that the 

artist is exercising goes against laws that are in place to protect those that cannot protect 

themselves, the argument becomes invalid. An artist should not be exempt from laws that 

apply to other members of the public; if anything, their responsibility should be to oppose 

the cruelties in question, not perpetuate them. 

Seeming almost as an afterthought, the work was also intended as a representation of the 

Chinese concept of Gu. Gu is a kind of poison that is prepared by combining five venomous 

creatures into the one pot. After eating each other, the final corpse is said to possess a 

powerful magical potion.116 

It has been suggested that Ping’s surprise and admonishment regarding the negative 

response to his work could be attributed to his adolescence in a culture in which animal 

welfare was not as deeply entrenched in law and morality, as it is in Canada. This may be a 

good basis for reasoning, but not an excuse for cruelty. Ping could also not claim to be 

unaware that something was wrong with his work as it was previously removed by staff 

from the Pompidou Center in Paris, where it was first shown in 1993.117 
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Even though the public seemed to be in opposition to the work, Theatre of the World was 

celebrated by many critics. For example, well-respected curator Hou Hanru likened Ping to 

something god-like, a dangerous comparison:  

Huang Yong Ping has created a completely original zoological realm, using both live 
animals and reproductions of animals from both the real world and the imagination... 
The transgression of the boundaries between humankind and nature also puts Huang 
Yong Ping himself in a totally original position. He is now at once an artist, magician, 
fortuneteller, alchemist, healer, teacher, philosopher, and writer.118 

Philippe Vergne, co-curator of the entire retrospective, said of Ping: 

He is acting as an artist in time of crisis, an artist who transcends the issues of the 
day, who takes the opportunity to transcend conventional wisdom and orthodoxy in 
order to reach beyond and to escape what is handed down by the status quo and the 
media.119 

One can only wonder what Vergne considers to be the status quo. If one takes it as the  

current state of animal treatment in the world, then it is difficult to see how Ping was 

rejecting this; if anything, he was following the status quo. The message made most clear 

from the creation of The House of Oracles is that it is acceptable to harm animals. The 

intended metaphor for human violence was entirely overshadowed by the actual violence 

of the work. 

Australian artist Mike Parr speaks about the comparisons between the use of animals in art 

and in factory farming, and that perhaps this is an explanation for the sense of entitlement 

that artists use when making artwork using animals. He suggests the reason that artists 

defend themselves with freedom of speech is because: “Artworks are privileged and artists 

are egotists.”120 

One way to look at this argument is in law. In Australia, there is no explicit statute 

protecting freedom of speech.121 This extends to freedom of expression, particularly when 

said expression is breaking the law. Singer writes: "Artistic freedom does not extend to 
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breaking reasonable laws such as those that protect animals from cruelty.”122 Discussing the 

law is a simple way of disputing freedom of expression; there are indeed rules for artists, 

just as there are rules for all members of the public. 

Australian ethicist Simon Longstaff suggests that artists often by-pass discussions of 

morality of their work by using arguments such as the protection of freedom of 

expression.123 Discussing Evaristti’s aforementioned Helena, Longstaff writes:  

It seems to me that this is an untenable position: surely there must be limits. As a 
colleague asked, “what if it was a human baby in the blender?” Our revulsion to the 
thought of sacrificing a child for ‘art’ is not based on any belief that it would merely 
be illegal to do so. The matter goes deeper than this.124 

Longstaff is suggesting that there is more to the argument regarding freedom of expression;  

not only should the law place limits on the artist, but also a sense of moral responsibility. 

In regards to responsibility taken by the artist for their work, Patrick McCaughey writes:  

There are limits on the artist as there are limits on the laity. They are intimately tied 
to morality and truthfulness. An artist cannot claim the impunity of artistic freedom 
and be, for example, a holocaust denier, an addict of hate speech or a child 
pornographer.125  

Thus, as the discussion above confirms, artists cannot hide behind freedom of expression as 

a defence for harming animals, as it is neither legal nor moral to do so. There need to be 

limits in place protecting animals from artists being able to do as they please. If an artist 

chooses to exploit an animal, they must be prepared to face any sort of consequences that 

may arise. When freedom of expression impinges on the rights of another being, it 

becomes a moral paradox. Furthermore, as I have shown, although it is easy to place blame 

upon artists such as Vargas, Ping, Evaristti and Abdessemed, it is hypocritical to not 

examine the reasons for doing so. 
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SPECIESISM & ANTHROPOMORPHISM 

Chapter 5 

 
 

 
Speciesism is the assignment of different rights and considerations to individuals depending 

on their species. Although a much older concept, the term was first coined in 1970 by 

British psychologist Richard D. Ryder. He described speciesism as prejudice against different 

species.126 The term was then popularised in Singer’s Animal Liberation (1975). A much 

older concept is that of Anthropomorphism; the attribution of human traits to non-human 

animals. These terms are related in that when an animal is given worth by being 

humanised, it is an act of speciesism. 

Speciesism is an enlightening way to further understand different reactions to the artworks 

discussed in this dissertation. One methodological avenue that was helpful with this 

research was positioning the artists in the categories of ‘active’ or ‘inactive’ based on their 

contribution to the harming of animals. Artists such as Hirst, Edenmont, Delvoye and Nitsch 

have instigated the deaths of the animals used with their artwork, either by their own 

hands or at their order, and therefore are active in their harming of animals. Artists such as 

Vargas, Abdessemed, Evaristti and Ping have made artwork that has resulted in cruelty 

towards and/or the death of an animal, but they are not entirely responsible for these 

deaths, and therefore are inactive in their harming of animals. 

An interesting and unplanned consistency that arose from this methodology is that the 

artists who were more responsible for causing harm to animals did not attract as much 

protest as the work of artists who indirectly caused harm to animals. While Hirst, 
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Edenmont, Delvoye and Nitsch have faced much scrutiny and criticism of their work, this is 

not nearly as vitriolic as that directed at Vargas, Abdessemed, Evaristti and Ping, through 

the avenues of social media, traditional media and academic inquiry. One reason for this is 

that the animals used by the first category of artists are, for the most part, already dead 

when used as part of an artwork. The final product is a polished and easy-to-digest 

depiction of an animal that was once alive. Even in the case of Nitsch’s work, where 

violence and blood are at the forefront, the animals resembled meat, a familiar product 

that viewers could relate to and not be shocked. It provides the viewer with the 

opportunity to be removed from the idea of death. However, the artists in the second 

category show the process of death: a dog starving, farm animals being clubbed, fish being 

liquefied, and various creatures battling. 

This distinction between the two categories can also be explained by speciesism. Hirst uses 

animals we either fear or use, such as sharks and cows. By contrast, Vargas’ artwork 

revolved around a dog, an animal colloquially referred to as ‘man’s best friend’. Evaristti’s 

fish resemble a pet that most children have at one stage cared for. One exception to this 

observation is the work of Edenmont. Although she had actively contributed to the deaths 

of the animals she used, her work was highly opposed by the public because she used cats, 

rabbits and mice—animals that we keep as pets and seldom fear. 

In her book Animal 

(2002), Erica Fudge 

describes the 

separation of pets 

from other classes of 

creatures: “They are 

both human and 

animal; they live with 

us, but are not us, they 

have names like us, but 

cannot call us by our 

names.”127 

Contemplating Fudge’s 
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Figure 23 Angela Hughes 5827 Prospective Pets Per Day 2010, pen, 
paint, stitching and typewriting on card 
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comment, I began thinking about how I could represent this disparity between humans and 

pets, and pets and other animals, and so created the artwork 5827 Prospective Pets Per Day 

(2010, Figure 23, Figure 24), which is made up of fifty small rectangular images of cows that 

sit together in a serial installation. 

 

The production of meat, particularly within industrial factory farming, is the most common 

form of animal cruelty. It exceeds any other instance of cruelty due purely to the 

unconscionably large number of animals that are killed each year in order to feed a much 

smaller number of human beings. It was important that my work address the issue of these 

animals as being seen as something other than meat. I placed emphasis on the cow not 

only because they are one of the most popular forms of meat in Australia but also because I 

find the silhouette of the cow aesthetically powerful as it is often associated more closely 

with meat than with an animal. 

When making this work, I began with four large pieces of brown recycled cardboard and 

painted, splashed and leaked white paint onto the card, forming vague figures of cow 

carcasses. This required me to research the image of the carcass quite extensively and 

although horrified at first, I was surprised to find myself very disconnected from the images 

as they too became silhouettes in my mind. I then drew patterns over the top of the white 

paint to form more obvious drawings of the carcasses, incorporating the ribs, hooves and 

remaining entrails that existed in the found images. These four large pieces of cardboard 

were then cut into the smaller pieces, which further obscured the images, making them 

more decorative than the previously bleak representations of death.  
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Each work was then embellished with a stitched silhouette of a cow using a series of red 

shades, and labelled with the name of a pet that friends had loved. A significant number, 

5827 is the approximate number of cows that are slaughtered or exported every day in 

Australia.128 I wanted to make this number evident through the titling of the work and also 
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Figure 24 Angela Hughes 5827 Prospective Pets Per Day (detail) 2010, pen, paint, stitching and 
typewriting on card 
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make visible that they are animals, as are the viewers’ pets, animals that could have had 

names and could have been loved. 

Reflecting on the work, I have come to realise that the idea of naming an animal in order to 

give it worth is problematic, as the concept of naming something is primarily a human 

activity. However, the anthropomorphisation of animals is a process that could help as 

much as hinder them, and I believe that in this particular case, the naming of the cows 

struck a personal chord with my viewers and succeeded in urging them to think differently. 

Many artists make artwork using insects, which are commonly considered of a ‘lesser’ 

species. The reaction to the use of these animals is often much less controversial than those 

using mammals. This relates to the concept of Speciesism; how can we, as human beings, 

possibly relate to termites? What we can relate to is the idea of losing our homes. It is 

interesting to note the hypocrisy involved with the idea of insects as pests. Insects and 

other creatures do not want to be disturbed by people just as much as we do not want to 

be disturbed by them. If we find them in our houses, there is often a reason for that, as 

Lyall Watson describes in Catherine Chalmers: American Cockroach (2005):  

There are, in fact, 4000 known species of cockroach on the planet and no more than 
a dozen of these come into homes anywhere at any time. And when they do, they 
are usually in search of warmth, and, if we are sloppy about it, food... So, in a very 
real sense, if a few cockroaches have become intruders, loathsome to us, we have 
only ourselves to blame. Cockroaches are pests of poor hygiene.129 
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Figure 25 Yukinori Yanagi Asia Pacific Ant Farm 1995, ants, coloured sand, plastic 
boxes, plastic tubes and plastic pipes 
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Japanese artist Yukinori Yanagi is best known for his ant farms. The ant farms are built 

inside interconnecting Perspex boxes that contain different coloured sand that represents 

the flags of different nations, often chosen according to the location where that particular 

work is being installed. For example, during the Asia Pacific Triennial 2 in Brisbane in 1995, 

the ‘Asia-Pacific Ant Farm’ (Figure 25) was installed using the flags of Asia-Pacific nations. 

The thousands-strong ant community travelled between the plastic boxes, resulting in 

partial demolition of the flags, and perhaps the concept of nationalism. Yanagi said: “I 

question the concept of a nation. A nation, its border and national flag, has become an 

imaginary fiction.”130 

When considering criticism of this work, the Speciesist may declare that they are just ants, 

and should not be given the same consideration that is awarded to animals such as dogs or 

cows. However, in order to adequately discuss animal studies, ants must be given the same 

consideration as dogs, cows and any other animal or human. Singer said: “We tolerate 

cruelties inflicted on members of other species that would outrage us if performed on 

members of our own species.”131 The ants have been taken from their natural environment 

and placed into a situation where they are forced to perform tedious tasks. They are taken 

away from their colony and their search for food is relatively futile. In light of this, their 

involvement with the artwork is of no benefit to them, and once again, they are being used 

as a metaphor for a human issue. Although information regarding this aspect of Yanagi’s 

work is unavailable, once the exhibition is complete, it is reasonable to assume that the 

ants are not returned to their natural habitat. The slightest movement to the artwork 

would collapse the frail tunnels, killing the ants. 
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Figure 26 Elizabeth Demaray Corpor Esurit 2010, glass, wood, sand, ants 
and McDonalds meals 
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In 2010, American artist Elizabeth Demaray built a Perspex home for a colony of ants that 

would spend the next seventy days surviving on McDonald’s food. The work, titled Corpor 

Esurit or The Body Hungers (Figure 26) involved 500 Harvester Ants, or Pogonomyrmex 

Occidentalis, which are the ants most commonly chosen for commercial ant farms due to 

their ability to survive without a queen or brood. The sculpture that housed them included 

a box for nesting with a tube connecting to another box filled with McDonald’s Happy 

Meals. Harvester Ants usually eat plant matter, and so did not eat the majority of the 

McDonald’s meal. They ate the apples, the seeds on the buns and the inside of the chicken 

nuggets, which are notoriously known to be mostly corn.132  

A number of zoologists, entomologists and scientists were consulted on the exhibition, 

which was intended to monitor ant behaviour while looking at the issues concerning the 

poor standard of industrial food production in the United States.133 The exhibition was 

funded by a grant from the Center for Exploratory and Perceptual Arts in Buffalo. Some 

viewers to the exhibition complained that it seemed to be an exercise in animal 

experimentation, but curator Lauren Rosati assured viewers that it was not a ‘see what 

happens’ experiment.134 

The questioning of corporations such as McDonald’s within contemporary art is a popular 

trend. It is difficult to see how it is, however, the epitome of the food chain. This work was 

human-centric and used animals to illustrate that issue. Although no explanation was given 

as to how this may have occurred, Demaray said that the ants were safely released back 

into the wild upon completion of the exhibition.135 
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American artist Catherine Chalmers breeds and photographs animals that are often 

overlooked or discarded: flies, cockroaches, rats, mice and frogs. Throughout her career, 

she has often found herself returning to working with cockroaches. She has, in the past, 

come under scrutiny for works such as the Executions (Figure 27) series within her 

American Cockroach project in which a number of cockroaches were filmed and 

photographed being gassed, hung and burnt at the stake. However, she says that no 

cockroaches are ever harmed in the 

making of these artworks, but are 

meticulously falsified post-mortem.136  

With a background in science, 

Chalmers found that her artwork was 

informed by entomological studies. 

For the Residents section of American 

Cockroach (2000, Figure 28), she made 

a number of different photographic 

studies of cockroaches literally invading a home; that is, a precisely detailed scale model of 

a contemporary house. Chalmers spent endless hours watching cockroaches through the 

glass front of the house, waiting for the perfect moment to capture her images. This work 

reveals insight to the human disgust for cockroaches. Unlike rodents, they do not destroy 

our food supply or carry dangerous pathogens. Unlike mosquitoes, spiders, ants and fleas, 

they do not bite us. Chalmers suggests that our fear could be based in the fact that 
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Figure 27 Catherine Chalmers Executions 2000, gelatin silver print 

Figure 28 Catherine Chalmers Residents 2000, gelatin 
silver print 
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cockroaches outnumber us greatly and we cannot control them no matter how hard we try 

to cull them.137 

Although the execution series was 

staged, previous works by Chalmers 

have teetered on the edge of animal 

exploitation. Her work Food Chain 

(1996, Figure 29) involved a series of 

photographs documenting the lifecycle 

of different interacting animals. A group 

of caterpillars devour a tomato and are 

then eaten by a praying mantis. The 

praying mantis is then killed by its mate, 

who is then eaten by a frog. This work does not stray far from what these particular animals 

experience in the wild; however, they are not the sort of animals that thrive in captivity. 

When questioned about this, Chalmers said: “There is only empathy for animals on my part; 

you don’t do what I do if you don’t like them.”138 To simply claim this is not a valid defence 

for the work. Empathy is the act of understanding another’s feelings, a process that is 

virtually impossible between humans and animals. Chalmers might believe that she likes 

animals. The word ‘like’ in this instance is more closely related to ‘interested’ as opposed to 

‘respect’ or ‘protect’. Taking animals out of their natural environments to be studied, 

photographed and put in dire situations is not having the best interests of animals in mind, 

nor is it respectful of them. 

In the ‘Imposters’ section of ‘American Cockroach’, Chalmers decorates a number of 

cockroaches with nail polish, feathers, paint and parts of other insects. The cockroaches are 

photographed on brightly coloured plants, disguised as more commonly appreciated 

insects. As has been mentioned many times in this thesis, any form of body modification of 

an animal comes with a number of risks. It is possible, however, that much like ‘executions’, 

these cockroaches were already dead.  

Insects are almost always regarded as useful (bees) or pests (cockroaches), and the line 

between that dichotomy can change easily and quickly. When one insect is used as pest 
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control for another insect and humans are suddenly able to replace them with a more 

stable scientific approach, or when the original belief turns out to be incorrect, the insect 

also becomes a pest. A perfect example of this is the Australian cane beetle, a huge 

hindrance to cane farmers. Although not an insect itself, the cane toad was introduced in 

1935 to cull the masses of cane beetles. However, this did not work and now the cane toad 

remains as one of the biggest environmental pests in Australia, encroaching on the habitats 

of other species such, as the green tree frog. Cane toads are disparaged, killed with little 

remorse or protection from pain and are seen as having no right to live.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I created the artwork Cane Growth (2012, Figure 30) to address the rapid growth of the 

cane toad population in Australia, particularly their movement towards urban areas such as 

Brisbane, while the green tree frog dwindles in numbers. Even though the toad is a major 

threat to our environment,139 it is cruel to so easily support their eradication, particularly as 

it is our own fault that they are here. 

This work involved eighty plastic toy frogs that were plastered and painted to resemble 

cane toads. A series of succulents were planted into holes that were drilled in their backs. 
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Figure 30 Angela Hughes Cane Growth (detail) 2012, plants, LED lights, plaster, paint and 
plastic toads 
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Initially, I had intended to plant a number of attractive weeds, but found that the lifecycle 

of most common weeds was very short once they had been removed from the earth. The 

weeds would have represented another aspect of pest control, as I find many weeds, such 

as the Tridax Procumbens, endearing, due to the fact that it is considered a pest, but is still 

a flower. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cane Growth was installed as part of the 2high Festival at the Brisbane Powerhouse in 2012 

(Figure 31). The toads had small LED lights embedded in their mouths so that they were 

visible once the sun had gone down.  

Speciesism can often assist in warranting greater protection for certain animals from a 

conservation standpoint. However, it can also lead to the eradication of certain species due 

to their lower status, as previously discussed. In society, Anthropomorphisation can cause 

people to become careless with regards to animals, whether it be for their own safety when 

treating wild animals as tame, or when not recognising that animals have different needs to 

humans. The creation of films such as Bambi (1942) and The Lion King (1994) gave entire 

generations of people a greater love and respect for the animals involved, yet, hunting 

continues and populations dwindle. However, these two concepts can be harnessed and 

manipulated through the use of art in order to successfully parallel problems within society.  

Figure 31 Angela Hughes Cane Growth (installation view) 2012, plants, LED lights, plaster, paint and 
plastic toads 
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In 2011, I held a solo exhibition titled In Remembrance of Animals at the POP Gallery in 

Brisbane. The main work of the exhibition was in the style of a traditional memorial, paying 

respect to all the animals whose lives had been lost due to the human consumption of 

meat, the sport of hunting, mass-extinction and also the more sentimental loss of family 

pets. This work was made with Speciesism in mind—that if we are to ever consider animals 

as equal, we must be able to reflect upon and mourn them the way we do members of our 

own species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main artwork, also titled In Remembrance of Animals (2011, Figure 32), included 800 

drawings of different animals, with particular emphasis on the animals typically considered 

as livestock—chickens, cows, pigs and sheep—that were installed erratically on the wall. 

The drawings were made onto a variety of different found and often discarded papers. At 

the foot of the work sat an array of collected photographs, heartfelt letters, cards, flowers 

and wreaths. The audience was invited to bring along their own objects of respect to add to 

the memorial. The entire exhibition was lit by candlelight (Figure 33, Figure 35). 

Figure 32 Angela Hughes In Remembrance of Animals 2011, drawings, plastic flowers, candles and 
found objects 
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The work was intended to mimic the 

memorials that are often installed 

when a tragic event has resulted in 

the deaths of many people. 

Community outpouring often sees 

people staging candlelight vigils in 

front of photographs and personal 

items of the lost. The exhibition was 

not open for an extended period but 

was more of a performative one-

night-only show. It gave viewers a 

chance to pay their respects to the animals that have fed them and the animals they have 

loved. The work encouraged a very direct and personalised audience response while casting 

attention to broader animal rights concerns. Viewers spoke to me of the intimacy and 

sadness they felt while looking at the work and it did indeed make them think, for quite 

some time afterwards, about the way in which they see and relate to animals within their 

lives. 

The exhibition was opened by 

former Democrats senator 

Andrew Bartlett (Figure 34). 

Bartlett, for many years, has 

actively fought for the rights 

of refugees, Indigenous 

Australians, equal marriage, 

as well as for animal rights. 

Bartlett has been vital in 

legislation relating to animal 

welfare and of particular note 

has been demonstrative in the writing and publication of the book Animal Law in 

Australasia (2009).140 Bartlett not only spoke about his own passion for the Animal Rights 
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Figure 33 Angela Hughes In Remembrance of Animals – 
detail 1 2011, drawings, plastic flowers, candles and 
found objects 

Figure 34 Angela Hughes In Remembrance of Animals – Andrew 

Bartlett 2011. 
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movement but also spoke quite sensitively about his response to the exhibition and the art 

world as a whole: 

I think this type of work is important not just from someone that is engaged in 
politics but in pushing for social change and changes in understanding. I’ve been to 
quite a few conferences over the years looking at Animal Rights, animal law, 
treatment of animals, farming... and I’ve noticed that quite a few of these events, 
alongside the dry lectures there are sessions about the way animals are reflected in 
our culture, in art and in different ways across the world. The first time I saw that I 
thought well that seems a bit weird, we’re talking about how to change the world not 
looking at pictures, but very quickly realised, in being exposed to that, just how many 
ways that can assist to shift people’s attitudes and challenge people’s ideas much 
more effectively than just giving people a ranting lecture. I do think that’s why I 
congratulate Angela and encourage her on this type of endeavour as it is a really 
significant way to get people to challenge our own conceptions, and to me, that’s a 
very important thing to try and do, not to try and smack people around the head to 
try and change their ideas but to find ways to think new about something.141 

Importantly, Bartlett pinpointed 

what I am attempting to do with 

my artwork. Art has the ability to 

give people another way to think. 

Regarding the more sentimental 

nature of the exhibition, Bartlett 

said:  

Another aspect that has come to 
me when looking at Angela’s work 
is the relationship we have with 
animals on a more one on one 
level, the relationships we have 

with family pets. Quite genuinely, people’s deepest, strongest most meaningful 
relationships are with animals.142 
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Figure 35 Angela Hughes In Remembrance of Animals – 
detail 2 2011, Drawings, plastic flowers, candles and found 
objects. 
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Some smaller works sat alongside the main focus of the exhibition. The first of these works 

was titled Cultivating Windows (2011–13, Figure 36), and required a level of skill that I was 

not, at the time, quite comfortable with. I formulated a flat design in order to create a 

series of small cardboard coffins using only scissors and glue. Each coffin had the silhouette 

of an animal cut into the place where a human's face might otherwise lie. Inside the coffins 

I installed small, flickering LED tea-light candles and the coffins were individually attached 

to a white brick wall in a dark room. The coffins were just visible in the dark room and the 

images of the animals were illuminated by inconsistently flickering shades of light. The 

aesthetic outcome of this work was very effective, and at the time, the choice of animals 

was apt since they were silhouettes of commonly eaten animals. I have since recreated this 

work with silhouettes of the Western Black Rhinoceros, the Thylacine (Tasmanian Tiger), 

the Javan Tiger, the Pinta Island Tortoise, the Golden Toad, the Great Auk, the Pyrenean 

Ibex, the Steller’s Sea Cow and the Quagga, all of which are extinct due to human activities. 

Their inclusion strengthens the work because their absence is complete and therefore felt 

more strongly. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 36 Angela Hughes Cultivating Windows 2011-13, cardboard and candles 
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NEGLIGENCE 

Chapter 6 

 
 

 
In the past decade, more people have become aware of the atrocities occurring within the 

factory-farming industry. This has led to a rise in what is called ‘happy meat’; meat that 

comes from animals that are raised free range. Animal Rights movements see this as a giant 

step backwards as it prolongs the suffering of animals by making the public comfortable 

with the idea of exploitation by slightly bettering their circumstances.143 There are 

correlations between this aspect of Animal Rights and the use of animals within 

contemporary art. Many artists are using live animals in their artwork, and although the 

artists involved have made attempts to ensure the safety of the animals, these attempts 

have often fallen short, resulting in cruelty. Much like ‘happy meat’, the use of live animals 

shows the public that it is acceptable practice to use animals in art so long as vain attempts 

are made to ensure the 

comfort of the animals. This 

leads to the continued use of 

live animals. 

British street artist Banksy is 

renowned for his artworks 

that question authority and 

contemporary capitalist 

values. Considered graffiti, 

Banksy’s artwork is often 
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Figure 37 Bansky The Village Pet Store & Charcoal Grill 2008, 
Mixed media in shop. 
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illegal in the United Kingdom. As such, he has remained anonymous, although there is much 

speculation as to his identity. He has staged a number of formal exhibitions in alternative 

gallery spaces that have been organised and publicised by an agent, in and outside of the 

United Kingdom. A number of these exhibitions have used animals as a platform for 

discussing broader issues; for the most part, human ones. 

In 2008, Banksy staged an exhibition in New York City entitled The Village Pet Store & 

Charcoal Grill (Figure 37). The exhibition was hosted in a faux pet shop and was staffed by 

actors working as shop assistants. The different rooms featured disturbing installations such 

as animatronic fish-fingers swimming in a fish bowl, chicken nuggets that had chicken 

features pecking at the ground and a chimp watching television. This particular exhibition 

was, as Banksy stated, about: “art that questioned our relationship with animals and the 

ethics and sustainability of factory farming”144 Looking at this exhibition, it could be 

construed that Banksy is interested in animal rights, but it seems he is more compelled to 

speak out against the corporations that mistreat these animals, rather than for the animals 

they mistreat. Jeff Mackey, of PETA, discusses a recent stencil of Banksy’s where a coyote is 

seen ripping apart an image of Colonel Sanders, of KFC fame. Mackey assumes that in light 

of Banksy’s earlier work involving animals, this must be a comment on animal rights,145 but 

these comments are unique for Banksy. 

In 2003, he staged a show called Turf 

War (Figure 38), in which he painted 

farm animals, some of which were 

freshly shorn, making their skin highly 

sensitive to the chemicals in paint. 

These animals were not the basis of the 

exhibition but part of a larger body of 

work. Emblazoned with images of Andy 

Warhol and Queen Elizabeth II, the 

animals were used as another 
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Figure 38 Banksy Turf War (detail) 2003, paint on 
cows 
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interesting canvas for Bansky, as he said: “I’m taking the idea of branding back to its original 

roots, which is cattle branding. I call it Brandalism.”146 The exhibition was eventually closed 

for ‘legal reasons’ following protests by animal rights activists regarding the hot and 

stressful conditions the animals were being kept in. 

In 2006, Banksy staged an 

art show in Los Angeles, 

titled Barely Legal (Figure 

39), which featured a 

rented elephant painted in 

bright red-and-gold 

stencilled patterns, 

resembling wallpaper. 

Although this was 

originally approved by the 

relevant authorities, the elephant was eventually removed when it was revealed that the 

paint used was not fit for use on skin. The elephant was also prevented from lying down 

during the opening hours of the exhibition, so as not to damage the paint.147 The elephant, 

named Tai, was intended to symbolise how the problem of world poverty was being 

ignored: the elephant in the room. 

Banksy is a celebrity of low-brow art, setting an example for many young people the world 

over. He has made his career out of being an instigator for social change, and perhaps he 

had the best of intentions when using animals in his artwork, and when making artwork 

about animals. However, he removed animals from their ‘natural’ environments, modified 

their bodies, and put them on display in front of viewers to be used as metaphors for 

human issues, resulting in negligent care and subsequent cruelty. 
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Figure 39 Banksy Barely Legal (detail) 2006, paint on elephant 
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Korean American artist Miru Kim documents herself nude in abandoned urban areas. In 

2011, Kim completed a project titled The Pig That Therefore I Am (Figure 40) in which she 

photographed herself nude among pigs on a swine farm. Kim entered the space, staged the 

photographs and then left, making little to no impact on the lives of the pigs. The project 

had, however, been the fruition of many years of musings on pigs, and would also serve as 

the beginning of other pig-related projects for Kim. When discussing this work, Kim notes 

how important the skin is to the human body, and the fact that we share that organ, and a 

majority of our DNA, with pigs. She talks poetically about the commonalities we share with 

the pig: 

At some point in our lives, we must experience the emblematic process of flaying our 
skin and offering it up for others to see, hear, and feel through art, music, and 
poetry. I put my flayed skin on display in the form of a photograph. On that hanging 
skin, the animal and human souls blend like water and soil.148 

This statement may show the point where Kim’s disregard for animal rights emerged. Kim 

has considered only how the pig fits in with the human condition, not how the pig exists as 

an entity unto itself. Pigs are not interested in art, music and poetry. Their experience with 

‘flaying of the skin’ is often much more literal than Kim considers. She said: “Pigs are more 
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Figure 40 Miru Kim The Pig that Therefore I Am 2011, photograph 
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human-like than domestic pets like cats and dogs.”149 An animal should not need to have 

human characteristics in order to be considered important, and surely, cats and dogs are far 

from being ‘human-like.’ 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

In 2011, Kim performed a work entitled I Like Pigs and Pigs Like Me (Figure 41) at Art Basel 

Miami Beach, under the umbrella of art gallery Primary Flight. During this project, Kim 

spent 104 hours living nude with two young female pigs that had been rescued from a 

slaughterhouse. Kim intended to live like a pig and with pigs, but her highly romanticised 

view of the lives of pigs neglected to address issues of perpetual pregnancy, overfeeding, 

overcrowding and premature death. 

Kim intended to send the pigs to an animal sanctuary after the exhibition, and the gallery 

pledged to finance the care of the pigs in order that they see out their natural lives, to a 

total of US$8,000. After the exhibition, the pigs, now sick with pneumonia and 

malnourishment, were taped up inside of a cardboard box and dropped at the farm in Little 

Haiti. No money ever exchanged hands, and owner of the farm, Ray Chasser said “Putting 

them into this art exhibit was almost as exploitative as the slaughter house.”150 
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Figure 41 Miru Kim I Like Pigs and Pigs Like Me 2011, performance 
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Immediately after the exhibition, Kim flew back to New York and attempted to keep in 

contact with the gallery regarding the health of the pigs, as she had realised during the 

exhibition that they had been sick. She did not, however, attempt to gain medical attention 

for the pigs during the exhibition, or make any great attempts to ensure their safety 

afterwards. Kim was responsible for the safety of these pigs, as was the gallery that 

represented her.151 Kim said: 

My work, I hope, brought some consciousness to the audience about how close in 
essence human beings are to animals like pigs. I hope that the animal rights activists 
would focus more on educating masses and attacking large corporate farms that 
damage the environment and ignore human rights, rather than a small art gallery 
that put up a show that made people feel something about how animal we all are.152 

Kim is primarily concerned with the pigs as a metaphor for humanity. She worries about 

how corporate farms treat humans and is concerned with how animal humans are, and 

how human pigs are. If an animal is only given worth based on its human qualities, it is not 

given worth at all. Like Banksy, Kim may have had the best of intentions; to rescue pigs 

from harm and show the public that they should be shown better treatment. However, 

these good intentions were not followed through with appropriate action. The audience 

saw that it was acceptable to use pigs in an artwork, and Kim did little to educate the public 

on the atrocities that pigs actually face. 
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Figure 42 Navin Thomas From the Town’s End 2010, mixed media and birds 
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Indian artist Navin Thomas has a fascination with birds. Early in his career, he spent his time 

making drawings, paintings and prints of different birds doing ‘human’ things. In 2010, he 

came under scrutiny for his work titled From the Town’s End (Figure 42), which involved a 

sculpture made of salvaged industrial pipes, radio antennas and discarded transistors. The 

sculpture sat in a small room with a collection of hand raised pigeons. The sculpture 

released a low level white noise that changed frequency when the birds sat on it. This work, 

which was part of the Skoda Prize for contemporary Indian art, was criticised in the 

Hindustan Times by author and animal activist Isha Manchanda.153 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manchanda’s article noted that S.K. Choudhary, a veterinarian, said the noise can affect the 

birds’ hearing and homing abilities.154 Thomas had not contacted the relevant authorities 

prior to the exhibition, as permission needed to be granted by the Animal Welfare Board.155 

Girish Shahane, who was involved with the Skoda Prize show, claims that the criticism was 

an overreaction, and that they did not need to gain permission due to a loophole in the Act 

that describes an ‘exhibit’ as a paid event, whereas the gallery was not charging entry.156 
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Figure 43 Navin Thomas S.U.M.I.T (detail) 2008, mixed media and animals 
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When questioned about this controversy, Thomas said: “I’m treating the birds better than 

they were treated where they had come from.”157 This excuse seems to be common among 

artists who mistreat animals. However, it is not a valid excuse when applied to humans, and 

therefore should not be valid for animals. 

In 2008, Thomas showed a work titled S.U.M.I.T (Figure 43), which involved a house of flies, 

a rat contained in a tiny cage, and baby chickens roaming freely on the floor. Among the 

animals sat an ultra-sonic pest-repellent machine. These machines are intended to make 

noises that are so unappealing to small animals and insects that they will give up their 

search for food and leave the area immediately. These animals were forced to listen to this 

noise for the duration of the exhibition. If applied to humans, this process would be 

considered torture. Within society, and therefore within contemporary art, acts of 

negligence are often dismissed as accidents; the acts of the uneducated and not necessarily 

nefarious. This is not an adequate excuse. Negligence, although not as heavily legislated as 

active animal cruelty, can still be seen as a criminal act. When viewing Thomas’s work, it 

could be assumed that From the Town’s End resulted in negligence, but S.U.M.I.T was 

nothing short of active animal cruelty. 

Very early on in my studio research, I made the artwork Ode to Orion (2009, Figure 44), 

which, as I will explain, I later recognised as an inconsiderate work. It paid homage to my 

pet rat Orion who died unexpectedly in 2009. Besides being a sad occurrence for me, his 

companion Leoben stopped eating and scurrying. Upon adopting a new rat, Leoben slowly 

returned to normal. I was fascinated by this 'human' attribute of Leoben's personality, and, 

upon further research, realised that rats can suffer in a similar way even when abandoned 

by an owner. I suddenly had a greater understanding of how complicated their psyches 

actually were. They could quite obviously form bonds with other rats and people.  
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Ode to Orion is made up of nine white cardboard takeaway containers that sit alongside 

one another on a wall. In each box is a pen drawing of a rat. After burying Orion, I collected 

some leaves from around his grave and carefully enveloped them in a sewn tissue paper 

casing. This was a lengthy process that was cathartic to me while I was mourning his loss. 

These white leaves are sewn into the corners of the boxes. I made a plate of diluted non-

toxic red watercolour and had Leoben run around in it before placing him in the boxes in 

order to leave his mark. 

In retrospect, this work is problematic. For one, it is hypocritical of me to be using an animal 

to assist in the making of my artwork, and I will not do this again. Secondly, I will not choose 

or encourage the keeping of rats as pets in future. Although a domesticated rat is unlikely 

to run away when given the chance, their lives are often spent in captivity. Many people 

obtain pet rats since they are small, simple and cost effective to care for and have shorter 

life-spans than other domesticated animals, but this often results in neglect. Although our 

rats were well cared for, well fed and paid a great deal of attention, I have come to realise 

that the concept of keeping any animal in a cage is a regrettable act. This work was not 

made with serious research in mind, but was a sentimental work. Leoben has since died and 

I feel it is important to continue to exhibit this work as it is a small window into a time 

before I had the understanding of animal studies that I do now. Although subtle, the 

implications of using Leoben to make this work can be seen as a pivotal point in my history, 

before maturing and making stronger statements about animality. It is also, quite literally, 

an ‘ode’, and therefore should not be forgotten. 

An artwork does not need to intentionally harm an animal in order to be ethically 

ambiguous. Banksy, Kim and Thomas did not want to harm animals, but simply did not 

Figure 44 Angela Hughes Ode to Orion 2009, pen, watercolour, leaves, tissue paper and stitching in 
cardboard takeaway containers 
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consider the repercussions of their actions. This harm may not be immediately evident to 

the viewers, and so these forms of body modification, in the case of Banksy, captivity, in the 

case of Kim, and psychological experimentation, in the case of Thomas, are being 

normalised. This could lead to heightened instances in and outside of the art world; 

instances that could prove more negligent and therefore more devastating.  
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NOT A CANVAS 

Chapter 7 

 
 

 
In contemporary art, animals are not only used as metaphors for human conditions and 

devices to shock, but also are often used merely as an aesthetic medium. Gigliotti says: 

“Not only are the individual animals involved seen as static objects, used as metaphor, 

example, or analogy, but they are also treated as abstractly as words in a language or paint 

on canvas.”158 Author Rachel Poliquin refers to the use of animals in art as being “the new 

edgy and confrontational 

medium”.159 This may be 

the case, but as Gigliotti 

suggests, as well as being 

accused of cruelty, artists 

using animals as a 

medium could also be 

accused of making bad 

art.160 Every artist 

discussed in this research 

has used animals as a 

medium, but the concept 

of using animals as a 

canvas brings its own idiosyncrasies. 
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Figure 45 Robert Rauschenberg Monogram 1955-1959, Mixed media. 
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Described by Baker as: “art’s first convincing presentation of the postmodern animal,”161 

Robert Rauschenberg’s iconic artwork Monogram (1959, Figure 45) involved a taxidermied 

angora goat inside a car tyre, sitting on a painting that represented the goat’s pasture. 

Rauschenberg had purchased the stuffed goat from an office supply store in 1955 and used 

it to create a number of evolving artworks over the years. In this instance, the goat served 

as little more than a canvas to Rauschenberg.  

Another artist who literally uses animals as a canvas is Belgian artist Wim Delvoye. He has 

been tattooing live pigs since 1997. In 2004, he relocated from the United States to China to 

become owner and operator of a small farm called ‘Art Farm’ (2005, Figure 46). Because 

laws regarding animal welfare are less strict in China, Delvoye was able to continue his art 

practices unhindered by legal restrictions that were in place in Europe. The work consists of 

tattooing live pigs with designer logos, Disney characters and a plethora of other re-

appropriated images. All 

stages of the process are 

carried out by Delvoye’s 

employees, including the 

tattooing. 

It is difficult to ascertain 

the conditions in which 

Delvoye’s pigs are treated 

and killed. Curiously, 

Delvoye is a self-

proclaimed vegetarian.162 

At the commencement of the ‘Art Farm’, Delvoye hoped to save pigs from the brutality of 

the Chinese slaughterhouses, and after being tattooed he intended for the pigs to live 

through to old age on the farm. Due to increasing interest in the ‘Art Farm’ and Delvoye’s 

other controversial artworks, demand for the resulting artworks created on the farm rose 

dramatically. When asked about the life span of the pigs, Delvoye says: “We start at 25 or 

30 kilos and then we stop when he's 100 kilos. And you see amazing growth.”163 This 

suggests that once the pig reaches 100 kilograms, the tattoo has expanded sufficiently and 
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Figure 46 Wim Delvoye Art Farm 2005, live tattooed pigs 
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the pig is ready to be slaughtered and turned into an artwork. It also highlights Delvoye’s 

tendency to consider pigs as a commodity—he refers to their life span in terms of kilograms 

rather than years lived. 

During an interview with Antennae, Angela Singer mentions a situation in which one of 

Delvoye’s tattooists had stopped working at the farm because he had felt that the pigs had 

become “just one more collectible piece instead of being saved from the 

slaughterhouse”.164 When Singer questioned Delvoye on whether or not he had been able 

to abide by his word regarding the livelihood of these pigs, he responded: 

If there is one person in the whole farm that has been constantly thinking about the 
art market, then this was my tattooist. He never minded when a pig got slaughtered, 
but he was very bothered that he was not the famous artist.165 

Delvoye fails to answer the important part of the question: How many animals are dying to 

sustain interest in this artwork? The question, regardless of the answer, reveals the 

hypocrisy of this work in its critique of capitalism.166 Delvoye is interested in speaking out 

against capitalism, as can be seen in the ironic usage of commercially intended designs. He 

sees pigs as proletarians that are incorrectly used as symbols of money and greed.167 He 

may have had the best of intentions, but if he needs to rescue more pigs, employ more 

tattooists and kill 

the pigs in a shorter 

timeframe in order 

to meet market 

demand; is this not 

the basis of a 

capitalist 

enterprise? 

Undeniably, the 

process of tattooing 

pigs is cruel (Figure 

47). While the pigs 
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Figure 47 Wim Delvoye Art Farm - Process 2005. 
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are anesthetised during the process, the healing of an almost full-body tattoo can in no way 

be considered pleasant. Peter Singer suggests that no animal should be forcefully brought 

into the world in order to suffer a life of hardship.168 To say that they lived comfortably on 

the ‘Art Farm’ while recovering from painful tattoo procedures, that they escaped a much 

more terrible life in captivity and were treated with some level of respect up until their 

death, offers little solace and certainly goes against Singer’s proclamation. Being tattooed 

and killed is counter to any animal’s best interest, and therefore equates to hardship. 

American feminist and Animal Rights activist, Carol J. Adams, says: 

Art that destroys someone else’s energy to exist is bankrupt, derivative, and at some 
profound level, untrue… In experiencing “art”, I don’t mind being disturbed, upset, 
dismayed, or depressed, but I don’t want to be the second hand beneficiary of 
violence, engaging in an act of viewing that can only exist because someone’s death 
was willed.169 
 

Delvoye has always been credited with having a well-developed sense of humour,170 but 

this light-hearted approach seems to have distanced him emotionally from the seriousness 

of producing artwork involving animals. In one interview, he mentions that he likes 

producing artwork that: “Involves these kinds of elements; elements with no prestige like 

shit, pigs, ironing boards, or shovels.”171 Here he equates the importance of a living 

creature to that of faeces or common household items. When asked about the 

consistencies between the ‘Cloaca’ and the ‘Art Farm’, Delvoye says: “I am very interested 

in the pig’s digestive system. A few times I got their intestines blown up with a 

compressor.”172 This statement encapsulates Delvoye’s boyish delinquency and utter 

disrespect. 

When questioned about the need for artists to consider the ethics of using animals within 

their work, he does little to redeem himself by describing an artwork he decided may have 

been going too far—Leika—where he intended to use plastic surgery to give a dog facial 
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features that resembled Delvoye himself.173 This could have been a dark play on ‘Laika’, the 

first animal to be carried into orbit. Laika was never intended to survive. 

Looking at Delvoye’s artwork from an animal rights perspective is confounding. 

Utilitarianism might argue that his original rescue of the pigs was beneficial to them. 

However, they lived their lives as replacement canvases, ultimately being exploited and 

meeting their demise for entertaining purposes. Delvoye’s plan to save the pigs from the 

Chinese slaughterhouse is debatable in its efficacy. Pigs that weight 100 kilograms are only 

slightly larger than the average size of a pig that goes to slaughter, but regardless of the 

horrid living conditions of pigs in slaughterhouses, when considering the concept of being 

tattooed, only to be killed months later, it is difficult to see how Delvoye’s work is anything 

more than another form of industrialised killing for the acquisition of money. 

Almost twenty years prior to 

Delvoye’s tattooing of pigs, 

artist Andy Feehan pioneered 

the process. He tattooed two 

pigs, each with a pair of wings. 

Feehan was inspired by a 

dream he had about flying pigs, 

but also considered the process 

as rendering the pigs 

impervious to the fate of all 

pigs; death for food.174 This work could be considered as successfully discussing an issue 

that truly concerns animals, the truth behind industrialised farming. However, adopting the 

pigs, and not tattooing them, would also have saved them from this fate. The process of 

body modification for cosmetic purposes is a solely human activity. The safety of the pigs 

was pursued by giving them a human attribute. In the end, this story did not have the 

results Feehan had naively hoped for. 

After commissioning the tattooing of his first pig, Minnesota (Figure 48), Feehan wanted to 

move back to the city where pigs were not allowed and so had to find her a new home. 

After contacting eccentric Texan billionaire, Stanley Marsh, Feehan organised that 
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Figure 48 Andy Feehan Minnesota 1976, live tattooed pig 
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Minnesota would go to live with Marsh’s family on his ranch. Two months later, Marsh 

wrote to Feehan saying that the pig had died of a “chocolate and champagne overdose”.175 

Minnesota was then stuffed and kept as an artwork.176 

Sometime later, Feehan was commissioned to tattoo another pig to be given to a 

congressman as a birthday gift. He named her Artemis (Figure 49) and she was 

photographed and eventually used as a postcard. He was disappointed to hear, weeks later, 

that the pig had been butchered.177 It is difficult to discern how Feehan was surprised by 

this information, as a tattooed pig is certainly not a practical gift. 

When discussing the story of 

Minnesota and Artemis, Feehan was 

decidedly more upset about the 

issue of authorship than he was 

about the demise of the two pigs. 

Marsh has been interviewed many 

times since the ‘making’ of 

Minnesota and often fails to 

mention Feehan. It seems as though 

the issue of animality was a side note for Feehan when making these works. At the advent 

of these projects, he did not consider what would happen to the pigs afterwards, and 

placed blame on the irresponsibility of the people who would ultimately own the artworks. 

Feehan is partially responsible for what happened to these pigs and entirely responsible for 

the ethical discrepancies regarding the making of these artworks.  

Pigs and humans share many biological traits besides having very similar skin.178 This has 

presented pigs, and humans, with another problem: Zoonosis, or cross-species diseases.179 

Some of the more commonly known of these diseases are Dengue Fever, Ebola, Cholera 

and Rabies. It is a very common fear among modern populations that animal diseases can 

and have mutated to a point where they are transmittable to humans. Since we often do 
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Figure 49 Andy Feehan Artemis 1984, live tattooed pig 
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not have the immunities to these diseases that animals might have developed, the results 

can be devastating. 

Swine Flu was first recognised during the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic, when it was seen that 

birds, humans and pigs were becoming sick with influenza at the same time, and between 

20 and 40 million people died.180 The 2009 outbreak of Swine Flu was a result of avian, 

swine and human flu viruses mutating with the Eurasian Swine Flu.181 Even though the virus 

could not be spread by eating the meat of an infected animal and was only passed on 

through human contact,182 millions of pigs were culled in an attempt to contain the virus. 

The most extreme example of this was on 29 April 2009 when the Egyptian government 

ordered the slaughter of every single one of the country’s pigs.183 The pigs had a strong 

immunity that left them very able to fight and overcome the flu, but they could not 

overcome the human fear that had developed. 

Colloquial Bryophytec 

(2009, Figure 50) is my 

artwork made to 

commemorate the death 

of these pigs. It includes 

100 scaled-down 

photocopies of thirty 

different detailed pen 

drawings of pigs. The 

photocopies were then cut 

out and mounted in moss 

filled green beer bottle 

lids. This work has travelled with me to a number of exhibitions over the past few years, 

and, once the seemingly dead moss is sprayed with a small amount of water, it is 

immediately restored to fluorescent green. This is what I hoped would happen for the pigs. 
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Figure 50 Angela Hughes Colloquial Bryophytec 2009, photocopies 
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Although we were killing them, and when their numbers increased again, they would still 

be forced to live terrible lives in factory farming, I hoped that one day they would see 

greener pastures and live normal happy lives; the way pigs should. It is a simple, but 

important, message delivered through the creation of a simple artwork. 

 

Pigs are one of the most targeted species of animal on earth. They suffer great atrocities 

from the food and science community, are used for sport and military purposes, are close 

enough to human beings that are used to our medical benefit and then killed when there is 

a medical threat. Poliquin clarifies her stance on the use of animals as the new edgy and 

confrontational medium: “Like the performance art from the 70s, just because you take 

your clothes off, shoot yourself in the arm, or use animal parts, it doesn’t make it good 

art.”184 
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KNOWLEDGE 

Chapter 8 

 
 

 
Animal experimentation may be seen as 

science specific, but some artworks sit 

in between the boundaries of science 

and art, using animals as the catalyst. In 

2000, American artist Eduardo Kac 

organised the birth of Alba, a genetically 

engineered rabbit, created using the 

illuminated gene found in certain 

jellyfish. Alba, considered an artwork, 

was titled GFP Bunny (Figure 51). The 

DNA of the unborn rabbit was morphed 

in order to make her glow in the dark. Due to scientific ethics boards in the United States 

being in strong opposition to genetic engineering and cloning, Kac travelled to France to 

carry out this project at a research facility called INRA. Besides being an important work as 

far as animal research and the arts go, this work is a unique example of when animal 

experimentation has been used for art. Kac's intent, besides wanting to create a glow in the 

dark rabbit to keep as a pet for his family, was to assist in bridging the gap between art and 

science. An unnamed scientist who worked on the GFP Bunny project pondered: 

Figure 51 Eduardo Kac GFP Bunny 2000, 
bioluminescent rabbit 
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How did I and my fellow scientists become anointed to do things that should be 
prohibited to artists? Because we are contributing to the understanding of things? So 
are artists.185 

This is a very progressive, yet dangerous, response. The bridge between art and science has 

been widely discussed, and science most certainly should be investigated within 

contemporary arts practice, but the idea that an artist would be encouraged to add to the 

millions of animals already experimented on annually in order to create art is an 

abominable thought. In “Haunted by the Animal”, Baker says that the value of the science 

behind the creation of Alba is questionable, but that prohibiting the art is equally as 

questionable.186 

Kac is radically against causing harm to sentient beings for the purpose of art. He does not 

believe in modifying an existing animal, only the research that goes into creating one.187 

Although the creation of Alba occurred with the sincerest of intentions, this project has 

increased the demand for further research into this area and thus could result in the 

exploitation of many existing and prospective animals. Alba was intended to return to 

Chicago with Kac to live as a family pet but was never released from the lab in which she 

was born. In regards to GFP Bunny and transgenic art as a whole, Singer said: “There are 

much worse things we do to animals, but I think that, like zoos, this genre of art treats live 

animals as objects for our amusement, so I find it objectionable.”188 

Since the birth of Alba, there has been a great deal of controversy surrounding many 

aspects of the project. One scientist from the facility, Louis-Marie Houdebine, claimed that 

Kac did not organise the project but merely chose which rabbit he wanted to use after their 

births.189 Many claim that the photograph of Alba is doctored due to the fact that hair 

cannot display the GFP gene; they suggest that she glowed only due to the fact that she 

was white and the photograph was made using an ultraviolet light.190 After campaigning 
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two years for Alba’s release, Houdebine declared that Alba had died—a fact that is still up 

for debate.191 

Alba was created as an experiment in the cleverness of modern science and humanity. She 

was given a second name, GFP Bunny, to be recognised as an artwork, and was born into a 

laboratory life that she would never leave. This artwork said nothing about animality, and 

instead spoke much of our disregard for it. 

Artist Susan Soares' 

work meets at the 

boundary of science 

and art with a 

particular focus on 

insects. For Precise 

Object (2007, Figure 

52), she created an 

elegant glass vitrine 

that houses two bees. 

It is believed that bees 

can detect certain 

illnesses from the 

scent of a person's breath and so this work is created to represent this process as it has two 

openings that a person can breathe into. The bees are then released back into their hives. 

Soares explains the challenge of actually translating the information gathered from the 

bees and so this work becomes more of an investigation into the possibility of future 

research. She explains another work in which two people place their hands on either side of 

a glass structure housing a number of mosquitoes. The mosquitoes will then fly to the 

healthier of the two people as they too are able to detect illness in a person's body. Soares 

says: 

My work is situated at the fringes where design and art intertwine and where 
applying a clear label to things becomes difficult. My work is not very much 
concerned with the animal rights debate; it is rather concerned with looking into new 
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Figure 52 Susan Soares Precise Object 2007, Borosilicate glass and bees 
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possible interactions between humans and insects, and encouraging a readjustment 
of pre conceptions into mutualism not parasitism.192 

Soares does not include insects in her exhibitions, and her inventions are not available for 

public use. They are exhibited through the use of video and photography. She says that her 

work is not very much concerned with the animal rights debate,193 but when making work 

that includes animals, an artist becomes inextricably imbedded within the animal rights 

debate, whether or not they actively contribute to it. 

It is believed that we would not have such an advanced medical knowledge without animal 

experimentation; however, it could be argued that through this modern advancement, we 

have gained the ability to perform these studies safely and effectively without the 

exploitation of animals.194 Animal rights and welfare organisations and some scientific 

groups believe that animal testing is poor scientific practice, mainly due to the anatomical 

differences between humans and animals, but also due to the poor regulation involved.195 

One of the most notable success stories for medical testing on animals was in 1921 when 

insulin began to be extracted from dogs, in particular beagles, for the treatment of 

diabetes.196 Although most medicine has at one stage been tested on animals, I have always 

felt particularly concerned about this issue due to the fact that I am an insulin-dependent 

diabetic and have a pet beagle. This has made me acutely aware that I would not be alive if 

it were not for medical testing on animals, but also that my dog’s predecessors suffered 

much pain in order for me to be alive, and still continue to suffer as the search for a cure for 

diabetes is ongoing. Modern medicine was able to refine the insulin-making process in 1964 

when it became the first protein to be chemically synthesised.197 This process has been 

much more successful; the insulin itself is a much better product and the cost of animal life 

has been reduced dramatically. As with the extraction of insulin from beagles, one day I 

hope that animal testing will become completely redundant, and I think that this very 

personal example is apt in showing that this is a possibility.  
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Meloy the Diabetic (2012, Figure 53) is a series of A5 pencil drawings of beagles, drawn 

onto deliberately aged paper. Upon completion of each drawing, I tested my blood sugar 

level and then typed the result onto the bottom of the drawings. This was a process of 

combining my own burden with the guilt bequeathed to me by so many beautiful, and sadly 

unloved, dogs. 

Figure 53 Angela Hughes Meloy the Diabetic 2013, pen and typewriting on hand-aged 
paper 
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The genus of animal most commonly used for testing is the rodent: mice, gerbils, hamsters, 

guinea pigs and rats. This is due to the low cost of breeding, feeding and keeping them and 

the fact that their fast reproduction rate makes it possible to see mutations throughout 

family lines. Rats and mice are considered to share 99 percent of their genes with humans 

and so make medical testing more precise than other animals.198 

I made the work I Love El (2011, Figure 

54) specifically for the postgraduate 

group show titled Stepping Up held at 

POP Gallery in 2011. It was made up of 

twenty separate pen drawings of rats 

mounted into photocopies of antique 

frames. Standing on a plinth in front of 

the drawings were three rats cut out of 

corrugated cardboard mounted 

vertically in a bed of moss on a flat 

piece of glass. These three rats are 

seen to be viewing the images on the 

wall as museological artefacts. This is 

investigating the idea that nothing in 

the animal kingdom is stable. Even 

though we currently consider rodents 

to be a pest and good for testing due 

to their over-production, at any stage, their fallibility could become evident and they too 

could become an extinct species. The passenger pigeon is a perfect example of this. Once 

considered a pest and seen to migrate in groups of up to one mile long, the passenger 

pigeon was declared extinct in 1914 due to overhunting and its popularity as a cheap 

source of meat.199 The passenger pigeon was a gregarious species and so could not cope 

with the dramatic decrease in numbers and so their breeding was halted. This may be 

considered reductio ad absurdum, but the correlations between the passenger pigeon, or 

the 'rats with wings', and rodents, shows that this extinction really could be a possibility. 
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Figure 54 Angela Hughes I Love El 2011, pen, 
photocopies, cardboard, moss and glass 
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Conservation efforts are in place to assist in slowing and sometimes reversing the extinction 

of animals. These efforts attempt to stabilise different species’ through population control, 

captive breeding and promoting the sustainability of ecosystems and habitats. Zoos are the 

most common form of conservation body. Some see zoos as educational sanctuaries, 

assisting in showing the public the importance of caring for endangered animals and also 

raising money for breeding and conservation programs. Animal rights activists see zoos as 

unnatural and cruel prisons, showing little to no success in conservation efforts. Most zoos 

spend less than 5 percent of their budget on these conservation efforts, and usually this 

money goes to breeding diversity and rather than a long-term project.200 

The use of live animals 

in an art gallery is 

reminiscent of zoo 

exhibits. They are there 

to be admired by 

exhibition visitors, 

generate income to 

sustain the institution 

that houses the 

exhibition, and 

generally attract a 

negative response from 

those who care for the welfare of the animals involved. French artist and composer Céleste 

Boursier-Mougenot has worked extensively with the interaction between birds and music. 

He installed a number of guitars and amplifiers into a gallery space at The Curve in the 

Barbican, London (Figure 55), that was filled with forty zebra finches. The birds would fly 

around the space and land on the guitar strings, causing the sound to be amplified around 

the room. Bird seed was plentiful, but space to exercise was not, which could have 

potentially led to health issues regarding obesity. The gallery was windowless, and up to 

twenty-five people were allowed in the space at any one time. Flat ledges that are built into 

the Barbican’s architecture were modified by the gallery, making them slope so that 

perching on them was impossible for the birds. This, along with the sloping lids on the very 

                                                           
200

 Brian Miller et al., “Evaluating the Conservation Mission of Zoos, Aquariums, Botanical Gardens, and Natural 
History Museums,” Conservation Biology 18, no. 1 (2004). 

Figure 55 Céleste Boursier-Mougenot Untitled 2010, mixed media, 
musical instruments and birds 
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few nesting boxes and netting that covered lighting fixtures and inbuilt pipes, seemed 

deliberate, to ensure that the finches provided as much entertainment for the viewers as 

possible. Artist and researcher Peter Walsh said of the work: 

Once you agreed that these birds were out of their natural habitat and being put to 
work for the spectator’s enjoyment than any other critique or comments on the 
artistic value of the work could only be of secondary interest.201 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This sentiment has been used to describe artworks that include the bodies of dead animals; 

that once this has occurred, the artwork can be seen as little more than about death. Using 

live animals can also make artworks difficult to discuss in their own right. Boursier-

Mougenot produced a similar artwork for Brisbane’s Gallery of Modern Art in 2011 (Figure 

56); however, there were no musical instruments—just food, birds, a variety of perches 

made from clothes hangers and other objects; and gallery visitors. During an interview with 

Antennae, staff-member of PETA, Ashley Fruno, noted that she received reports from the 

Brisbane public complaining about the state of the finches that were used during this 

exhibition. Fruno said: “The objective of the installation was for visitors to interact with the 
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 Peter Walsh, “Celeste Boursier-Mougenot at the Barbican The Curve Gallery,” Speciesism in Art,  
27 December 2011, http://speciesisminart.wordpress.com/category/artists/celeste-boursier-
mougenot-artists/. 

Figure 56 Céleste Boursier-Mougenot Untitled 2011, mixed media and birds 
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simulation of the finches’ environment, however, in reality, it sentenced the finches to 

several weeks of boredom and potential abuse.”202 

Boursier-Mougenot said: “If you want to understand a creature then you have to interact 

with it. Here, I am not using the birds, I am collaborating with them.”203 However, 

collaboration requires knowledge and acceptance of a common objective. Boursier-

Mougenot has used birds as the catalyst for his artwork; he has not collaborated with them. 

Another similarity between zoo 

exhibits and art exhibitions 

involving animals is the removal 

of the animal from its natural 

environment to be placed into an 

unfamiliar and stressful situation. 

Italian artist Paola Pivi creates 

installations and photographs of 

strange situations, often involving 

animals. In 2007, Pivi created an 

artwork titled One Cup of 

Cappuccino, Then I Go (Figure 57), which was a performance piece documented and 

presented in photographs. The Kunsthalle Basel gallery was filled with 3000 plastic 

cappuccino cups filled with coffee, many knocked over and spilt on the floor. A small 

photograph at the far end of the gallery showed the culprit; a leopard that had been let 

loose in the space prior to the exhibition. The leopard was the companion of a German 

magician, and so was accustomed to being around people, but Pivi must be commended for 

choosing to remove the animal from the exhibition proceedings. 
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 Ashley Fruno, “Discussing Animal Rights and the Arts,” Antennae 19 (2011): 53. 
203

 Mark Brown, “Bird on an Electric Guitar String: Finch Music has Barbican Aflutter,” The Guardian,  
27 February 2012, http://www.guardian.co.uk/artanddesign/2010/feb/26/exhibition-art. 

Figure 57 Paola Pivi One Cup of Cappuccino, Then I Go 2007, 
photographic print 
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In 2006, Pivi staged the exhibition Interesting (Figure 58) in which she did not separate the 

animals from the viewers. At the Nicola Trussardi Foundation in Milan, she combined forty 

animals—  albino goats, horses, cows, chickens, ducks, dogs, llamas, sheep, ponies, turkeys, 

peacocks and a number of other exotic birds in a warehouse space and allowed viewers to 

walk around the gallery, otherwise known as a petting zoo. 

In 2006, she 

created the 

photographic 

series titled 

Ffffffffffffffffffffff 

(Figure 59), which 

involved a number 

of animals in 

absurd situations 

such as a donkey 

and a pair of 

ostriches on a 

small boat in the 

ocean, three 

goldfish taking a flight in an airplane, a polar bear covered in chicken feathers and a pair of 

zebras in the snowy mountains of Italy. 

Figure 59 Paola Pivi Ffffffffffffffffffffff 2006, photograph 

Figure 58 Paola Pivi Interesting 2006, white animals 
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These artworks required animals to be removed from their natural environments and 

transported long distances to very unnatural, and possibly stressful, environments. 

Massimiliano Gioni refers to the subjects of Pivi’s photographs as: “objects in ready-

mades”.204 Although a passing statement, this explains how animals are treated and 

portrayed within Pivi’s work—things that are interesting to look at. This work could have 

been made with computer technology. It would have financially cost less to create and the 

exploitation of animals would have been greatly reduced. Here it is worth recalling Parr’s 

statement; “Artworks are privileged and artists are egotists.”205 Pivi could take zebras to the 

mountains of Italy and photograph them because she was privileged enough to do so. If she 

were to have doctored these images, making them less authentic, her ego would have been 

at risk. 

My work Roosevelt’s Decimation (2013, Figure 60) looks at conservation issues that have 

faced animals as a result of habitat degradation caused by humans. The work is a grid of 

twenty-six images, each a pencil drawing of a different extinct or endangered animal, 

drawn over the top of a greyscale inkjet print of the habitat that once supported that 

animal, but has since been eroded by human advancement.  

                                                           
204

 Massimiliano Gioni, “Where the Wild Things Are,” Tate,  1 September 2007, 
http://www.tate.org.uk/context-comment/articles/where-wild-things-are. 
205

 Parr, “Animal Rights and Artistic Freedom.”  
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Figure 60 Angela Hughes Roosevelt’s Decimation 2013, gesso, pencil and inkjet prints 
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Science uses animals to their detriment and zoos often fail in their attempts at 

conservation, but one positive is the pursuit and sharing of knowledge that science and 

conservation promote. This is perhaps the only positive that results from art using animals; 

the sharing of information about animal issues. I have made use of this tactic in two of my 

artworks: Ply Sundry (2013) and The Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen (2010). 

These two works are a combination of many separate images with pithy anecdotes and 

information about the various issues that face animals. 

Ply Sundry is a series of twenty small drawings on plywood with a light varnish covering the 

background. These drawings are a sundry of animal stories and issues. Some of these topics 

include: 

 Thomas Edison’s electrocution of an elephant in order to prove the dangers of AC 

technology. 

 The thousands of black birds that fell from the sky in 2012 in Arkansas. 

 Bengal tigers starving to death in a Chinese zoo to suit a loophole allowing them to be 

used for Tiger Bone Wine (Figure 61). 

 Beagles being force-fed alcohol in medical experiments. 

 Mao Zedong’s ‘Four Pests Campaign’, where sparrows were nearly eradicated, 

exacerbating the Great Chinese Famine. 

 Force-feeding ducks for the production of Foie Gras. 

 The poaching of rhinoceros horns in Africa (Figure 62). 

 The cruel practice of ‘mulesing’, which involves the slicing of large portions of skin 

from the backsides of lambs, in order to slightly limit the prevalence of fly strike. 

 An Australian Barn Owl catching a poisoned rat, which will then lead to the death of 

the owl. 

 ‘The Cobra Effect’ whereby British rule in India set a bounty for the killing of cobras, 

which led to the illegal breeding of the snakes. Upon recognising this practice, the 

bounty was eradicated, leading to the release of the snakes, creating a larger problem 

than the original. 
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The Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen (Figure 63) was a pivotal work within this 

research; during its original creation, I realised my research needed to be definitively 

directed by animal rights, as most of the images included some form of animal or comment 

on their treatment. The original work was shown at both Baklavic Nevakov and the 

Contextual Confusion (2010) and Pigs and Reindeer and a Lot of Wasted Youth (2011), both 

solo shows, at Jugglers Artspace and Umbrella Studio, respectively. It was a series of 

Figure 61 Angela Hughes Ply Sundry – Tiger 
Bone Wine 2013, pen and varnish on plywood 

Figure 62 Angela Hughes Ply Sundry – De-
Horning 2013, pen and varnish on plywood 

Figure 63 Angela Hughes The Narrated Life of Macrati von Munchausen 2010, collage in frames 
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collages installed in a plethora of second-hand picture frames installed haphazardly on a 

wall. 

In 2012 and 2013, this work was reimagined into The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von 

Munchausen (Figure 64, Figure 65). The collages were pulled apart and redesigned into A4 

posters, each with a much stronger message about animal rights or studies. The collages 

were then scanned and edited in Photoshop and were printed to be displayed as traditional 

posters. The frames, although second-hand, gave too much of a polished look to the work 

that did not sit well with the entire body of artwork. 
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Figure 64 Angela Hughes The New Narrated Life of Macrati von Munchausen 1 2012–13, digital prints 
of collage 
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Figure 65 Angela Hughes The New Narrated Life of Macrati von Munchausen 2 2012–13, digital prints 
of collage 
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The work is made up of fifty-two separate posters. Some examples of these posters are as 

follows: 

  “Bolivia has banned all animals in circuses.” In 2009, Bolivia became the first country 

to ban all animals in circuses,206 with Greece following in 2012.207 Sweden, Austria, 

Costa Rica, India, Finland, Singapore, Switzerland and Denmark have restricted the use 

of animals used for entertainment purposes.208 In Australia, there is no law against 

having animals in circuses, but certain councils, such as Lismore and Ipswich, have 

placed restrictions on the use of exotic animals used in performance.209 

  “Population control is futile” (Figure 66). Described as ‘The Vacuum Effect’,210 

ecologists say that most attempts at population control within the animal kingdom are 

pointless. This is due to the fact that once a large number of the population is culled, 

the available food increases. This makes breeding more viable, and so the population is 

often regained very quickly. Bison have been the point of discussions on 

overpopulation the world over, with introduced water buffalo proliferating at varying 

stages throughout Australia’s history.211 

 “Rocket Net. Captive Bolt” (Figure 66). The net-and-bolt method is an inhumane 

method used to kill deer, primarily in the United States. The deer are baited to a 

certain spot and an explosive net is shot out to capture the deer, terrifying them in the 

process, and then they are killed using the captive bolt method commonly used in 

abattoirs.212 

 “Exsanguination.” Exsanguination is a process of blood loss sufficient to cause death, a 

practice used in the killing of cattle for food. It is used particularly in Islamic Dhabihah 

(Halal) and Judaic Kashrut (Kosher) abattoirs and is considered an inhumane way of 

killing animals.213 
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  “Free range chickens are beak trimmed as well” (Figure 66). Although free range eggs 

are certainly a better option to the bleakness of cage eggs, consumers remain 

relatively unaware of the cruelties involved with free range chicken farms. Besides the 

fact that the male chicks are still killed at birth, free range chickens have their beaks 

trimmed at a young age in order to stop them from hurting each other, something that 

should theoretically be not happening if the chickens truly had enough space to 

roam.214 Unfortunately, a third of eggs labelled as free range come from intensive 

farming methods, some housing up to 100,000 hens per hectare. 

 “Everybody would get BB guns and shoot them, or we’d put firecrackers in the frogs 

and throw them and blow them up.” This is a quote by a childhood friend of George W. 

Bush, Terry Throckmorton.215 

  “Norwegians are my favourite” (Figure 66). Some of the posters are born from 

personal anecdotes, this one describing my love for the Norwegian Forest Cat. I have 

cared for two of these cats in my life and have found them to be the most beautiful, 

intelligent and aggressively affectionate creatures. 

  “One dog. One bullet.” In Egypt, government workers are urged to shoot stray dogs on 

sight. If the one bullet allowed does not hit a vital organ causing the dog’s immediate 

death, the dog is left to suffer a slow and painful one.216 
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 “Hen Welfare,” Free Range Farmers Association Inc., accessed 9 April 2013, 
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215
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Figure 66 Angela Hughes The New Narrated Life of Macrati von Munchausen detail 2012–13, digital 
prints of collage 
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THE END 

Conclusion 

 
 

 
 
 

The function of this dissertation and exhibition was to investigate how I, as an artist and 

researcher, could reveal ways in which art is complicit in society’s cruelty to animals. While 

the broader research has addressed issues regarding the use of animals within 

contemporary art, the studio practice has responded to issues regarding the use of animals 

within society. Various themes within art and society have been investigated. These 

include: the use of animals as metaphors for the human condition; how shock and violence 

in art normalises cruelty to animals; hypocrisy and the placing of blame as effective and 

intriguing ways of looking at the artist–viewer relationship; speciesism and 

anthropomorphism, with particular emphasis on art that causes harm to ‘lesser’ animals, 

such as insects and rodents; animal cruelty arising from negligence in art practice; and how 

the use of science, conservation and education can both harm and help animals. Through 

the discussion of these aspects of the debate, it can be seen that the process of artists 

exploiting, harming and killing animals for creative endeavours both parallels and 

negatively impacts the ways in which animals are treated within society. Normalising 

violence, lowering the status of animals, giving worth only where human qualities are 

recognised and creating precedence for the use and neglect of animals are all obvious 

outcomes that can be seen when viewing this type of artwork and considering its potential 

future. 

 

The animals used within the artworks analysed are conscious beings, witnessing their own 

and their fellow animals’ exploitation. This fact appears to elude, be misunderstood by or 

be ignored by, the artists in question. The animals are seen as objects, metaphors, 
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analogies; nothing more important than any other creative medium. These artists, having 

been continually accused of cruelty, could also be accused of simply making bad art, since, 

for the majority of these examples, cruelty is the catalyst for all discussion of the work. 

 

At the beginning of this paper, I asserted that I endeavoured to investigate the thinking 

behind Baker’s question: “Can contemporary art productively address the killing of 

animals?”217 This question was approached from two different angles: 

 Can contemporary art productively address the killing of animals while avoiding the 

negative implications of these acts? 

 Can contemporary art productively address the killing of animals in broader society 

by making artwork that addresses these issues? 

As I have shown, contemporary art can address the killing of animals, and it has; however, 

not always in a productive sense. Productivity has the notion of creating positive results, 

and it has been argued within this discussion that the exploitation of animals rarely results 

in anything positive. It is, nevertheless, impossible to refute that the issues have and 

continue to be addressed through contemporary art. It is naive to think that art has the 

potential to stop the harming of animals within society; however, it can educate and 

enlighten, assist in limiting the killing of animals, and attempt to change people’s 

relationships with animals for the better. 

Contemporary art should be moving towards a situation where it has ceased the killing of 

animals, as the suffering involved for viewers, artists, and, most importantly, animals far 

outweighs the value of the art that is produced. As with most trends within art and society, 

the use of animals in contemporary art will eventually become trite. Taxidermy was long 

seen as kitsch, and this time will come again. If for no other reason, fashion will eventually 

cease the exploitation of animals within contemporary art. The film industry once used 

animals to their detriment, regardless of safety measures that were in place. Through 

changes in law and the advent of animatronics and CGI technology, this exploitation has 

been dramatically reduced. In the future, these technologies may become cheaper and 

more accessible to artists, and real animals will be replaced with faux animals, though the 

question of what those works are about and how they make us think about animals will still 

remain.  

                                                           
217
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In order to achieve this goal within my studio research, I have used a combination of 

humour, anecdotes, information and imagery. For the most part, this process does not 

make viewers feel defensive about their own treatment of animals. This can be seen as 

both a positive and negative aspect of the work. When challenged about an aspect of a 

viewer’s life, defensiveness can work to the artist’s advantage if the viewer is willing to 

consider why they feel defensive, and possibly make changes based on that. More often, 

however, defensiveness will cause a viewer to strengthen their position in order to avoid 

feeling that they are in the wrong. I decided that it would be more productive to avoid 

creating artworks that make viewers defensive. In using this methodology, I have found 

that a vast majority of viewers have been mortified to learn of the sorts of exploitation that 

animals endure, as it is not common knowledge. A number of these viewers have taken 

their own time to research the issues discussed, and a select few who I know have moved 

towards a plant-based diet, vowing to limit their impact on animals and the environment. 

This is definitely the type of outcome I had hoped for, and therefore I have had some 

success in limiting the killing of animals. However small this impact may be, it is central to 

my art practice and the aims of my research. 

Roland Barthes said that: "to reproduce death tells us, literally, nothing".218 Putting aside 

the ethics of exploiting animals and why artists take part in such an act, it can be argued 

that this type of artwork holds little merit; that it does not enlighten, does not entertain, 

does not educate. When viewing this sort of work, the overriding thought that comes to 

mind is the fact that an artist was able to remorselessly kill, or organise another person to 

kill, another living creature. An artwork should be able to successfully touch on issues much 

deeper than the actions of the artist, but when the work involves such shocking revelations, 

it is difficult for the viewer to see past the death. In viewing the emotive artworks I have 

made that represent these issues facing animals, people are able to see these aspects of 

death and reflect upon them in a positive manner, which works to shape and improve the 

future for all animals. 

 

                                                           
218 Roland Barthes, Writing the Image After Roland Barthes (Philadelphia USA: University of Pennsylvania 

Press, 1997), 60. 
 



FURTHER READING 
 
 
 

Animal Studies is an increasingly popular theme within contemporary art. A great number 
of artists have been omitted from this thesis in order to provide a concise overview of the 
field. The following is a list of artists who may be of interest to anyone researching this 
field. 
 
 
John Bock Robert Marbury Gao Guimarães 
Afke Golsteijn Ruben Taneja Floris Bakker 
Brian Hill Claire Brunner Janis Kounellis 
Carolee Shneemann Gunter von Hagens Tim MacMillan 
Carolyn Salas Adam Parker Smith Polly Morgan 
Carsten Holler Rosemary Trockel Zhang Huan 
Christien Meindertsma Insa Winkler Catherine Bell 
Emily Mayer Chloe Brown Amy Stein 
Guy Nelson Neil Hamon Marc Sequin 
Iris Schieferstein Deborah Sengl Katharina Mossinger 
Jonathan Horowitz Camilla Calamandrei Xu Bing 
Katarzyna Kozyra Diane Fox Jordan Baseman 
Kira O’Reilly Astrid Kogler Heide Hatry 
Mike Kelly Anri Sala Maurizio Cattelan 
Mircea Cantor Douglas Gordon Gino De Dominicis 
Polly Morgan Andrea Roe Claire Morgan 
Sarina Brewer Joseph Beuys Olly & Suzi 
Sue Coe John Isaacs Angela Singer 
Thomas Grunfeld Karl Unnasch  
Ivan Durrant – 
Beverley the Amazing 
Cow 

Adam Fuss - 
Photograms 
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Item 1: Invitation to ‘In Remembrance of Animals’ (2011) 





 

Item 2: article in ‘artgaze Magazine’ (2011) 



 

Item 3: article in ‘Bowen Independent’ (2011) 

 

Item 4: Invitation to ‘Baklavic Nevakov & the Contextual Confusion’ (2010) 

 



 

Item 5: article in ‘Southside Advertiser’ (2011) 



 

Item 6: Invitation to ‘Pigs and Reindeer and a lot of Wasted Youth’ (2011) 



 

Item 7: article in ‘Vital Magazine’ (2011) 



 

Item 8: article in ‘Mayhem Magazine’ (2011) 



 

Item 9: article in ‘Townsville Bulletin’ (2011) 

 



 

Item 10: Catalogue for ‘Pigs and Reindeer and a lot of Wasted Youth’ (2011) 
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APPENDIX OF ARTWORKS 

 
1. 3200 Tigers, 2012, Handmade crayons, plaque and shelf 

2. 3200 Tigers, 2014, Handmade crayons, wine bottle and handmade wine label 

3. [deer] Wamwl’, 2010-2013, Pen on cardboard food packaging 

4. Cultivating Windows, 2011, Cardboard coffins and LED candles 

5. Cultivating Windows, 2014, Cork coffins and LED candles 

6. Colloquial Bryophytec, 2009, Photocopies of drawings and moss in green bottle 

cops 

7. Cane Growth, 2012, Plastic toads, plaster, paint, plants and LED lights 

8. 5827 Prospective Pets per Day, 2010, Pen, paint, stitching and typewriting on 

cardboard 

9. In Remembrance of Animals, 2011-2014, Drawings, plastic flowers, candles and 

found objects 

10. Ode to Orion, 2009, Pen, watercolour, leaves, tissue paper and stitching in 

cardboard takeaway boxes 

11. Ply Sundry, 2013, Pen and varnish on plywood 

12. Roosevelt’s Decimation, 2013, Gesso and pencil on inkjet prints 

13. The Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2010-2011, Collage in frames 

14. The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, Digital prints of 

collages 

15. Meloy the Diabetic, 2013, Pen and typewriting on hand-aged paper 

16. I Love El, 2011-2014, Pen, photocopies, moss, glass and cardboard 

17. Citizen Trammel, 2009, Pen and varnish on plywood 

18. King Louis’ Animals, 2009, Drawing and stitching on wallpaper 

19. Nursing a Dead Man, 2009-2010, Mixed media in bottle caps 

20. The Reindeer is Non-Denominational, 2009, Found paper on photocopies 

21. Planck’s Constant of Non Food Vascularity, 2010, Pizza boxes and moss 

22. Planck’s Constant of Non Food Vascularity, 2011, Pizza boxes, drawings and moss 

23. Hemry Didn’t Care for Domestic Animals, 2009, Photocopies of drawings and hand-

drawn text 

24. Lost & Found, 2011, Interactive lost and found posters 

25. The Vegetarian Pencils & the Omnivorous Erasers, 2011, Pencil and erasers and 

audience interaction 

26. Repetitious Shuttlecock, 2009, Paint and pencil on surveyors maps 

27. Allergic to Musical Anthologies, 2009, Photocopied drawings, sheet music and 

exterminator phonebook ads in bottle caps 
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3200 Tigers, 2012, Handmade crayons, plaque and shelf 
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3200 Tigers, 2014, Handmade crayons, wine bottle and handmade wine label 
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3200 Tigers, 2014, Handmade crayons, wine bottle and handmade wine label 
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3200 Tigers, 2014, detail, Handmade wine labels  
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[deer] Wamwl’, 2010-2013, detail, Pen on cardboard food packaging 
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[deer] Wamwl’, 2010-2013, installation view, Pen on cardboard food packaging 
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[deer] Wamwl’, 2010-2013, installation view, Pen on cardboard food packaging 
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[deer] Wamwl’, 2010-2013, installation view, detail, Pen on cardboard food 

packaging 
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[deer] Wamwl’, 2010-2013, detail, Pen on cardboard food packaging 
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Cultivating Windows, 2011, Cardboard coffins and LED candles 

 

 

Cultivating Windows, 2014, Cork coffins and LED candles 
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Colloquial Bryophytec, 2009, Photocopies of drawings and moss in green bottle 

cops 
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Colloquial Bryophytec, 2009, Photocopies of drawings and moss in green bottle 

cops  
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Cane Growth, 2012, detail, Plastic toads, plaster, paint, plants and LED lights 
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Cane Growth, 2012, detail, installation view, Plastic toads, plaster, paint, plants and 

LED lights  
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5827 Prospective Pets per Day, installation view, 2010, Pen, paint, stitching and 

typewriting on cardboard 
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5827 Prospective Pets per Day, detail, 2010, Pen, paint, stitching and typewriting on 

cardboard 
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5827 Prospective Pets per Day, detail, 2010, Pen, paint, stitching and typewriting on 

cardboard  
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In Remembrance of Animals, 2011-2014, installation view, Drawings, plastic flowers, 

candles and found objects 
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In Remembrance of Animals, 2011-2014, installation view, Drawings, plastic flowers, 

candles and found objects
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In Remembrance of Animals, 2011-2014, detail, installation view, Drawings, plastic 

flowers, candles and found objects 
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In Remembrance of Animals, 2011-2014, , installation view, Drawings, plastic 

flowers, candles and found objects  
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Ode to Orion, 2009, installation view, detail, Pen, watercolour, leaves, tissue paper 

and stitching in cardboard takeaway boxes 
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Ode to Orion, 2009, detail Pen, watercolour, leaves, tissue paper and stitching in 

cardboard takeaway boxes 
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Ode to Orion, 2009, detail Pen, watercolour, leaves, tissue paper and stitching in 

cardboard takeaway boxes 
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Ode to Orion, 2009, detail Pen, watercolour, leaves, tissue paper and stitching in 

cardboard takeaway boxes  
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Ply Sundry, 2013, detail Pen and varnish on plywood 
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Ply Sundry, 2013, installation view, Pen and varnish on plywood  
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Roosevelt’s Decimation, 2013, installation view, Gesso and pencil on inkjet prints 
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Roosevelt’s Decimation, 2013, detail Gesso and pencil on inkjet prints 



31 
 

 

Roosevelt’s Decimation, 2013, detail Gesso and pencil on inkjet prints 



32 
 

 

Roosevelt’s Decimation, 2013, detail Gesso and pencil on inkjet prints 



33 
 

 

Roosevelt’s Decimation, 2013, detail Gesso and pencil on inkjet prints 



34 
 

 

Roosevelt’s Decimation, 2013, detail Gesso and pencil on inkjet prints 

  



35 
 

 

The Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2010-2011, installation view, Collage in 

frames 



36 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, installation view, 2012-2014, 

Digital prints of collages 



37 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



38 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



39 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



40 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



41 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



42 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



43 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



44 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



45 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



46 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



47 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



48 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



49 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



50 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



51 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



52 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



53 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



54 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



55 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



56 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



57 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 



58 
 

 

The New Narrated Life of Macrati Von Munchausen, 2012-2014, detail, Digital prints 

of collages 

 

 

 



59 
 

 

Meloy the Diabetic, 2013, detail, Pen and typewriting on hand-aged paper 

 



60 
 

 
Meloy the Diabetic, 2013, installation view, Pen and typewriting on hand-aged 

paper 



61 
 

 
Meloy the Diabetic, 2013, detail, Pen and typewriting on hand-aged paper 

  



62 
 

 

I Love El, 2011-2014, installation view, Pen, photocopies, moss, glass and cardboard 



63 
 

 

I Love El, 2011-2014, installation view, Pen, photocopies, moss, glass and cardboard  



64 
 

 

 

Citizen Trammel, 2009, Pen and varnish on plywood 

 



65 
 

 

Citizen Trammel, 2009, detail, Pen and varnish on plywood 

 

 



66 
 

 

King Louis’ Animals, 2009, installation view, Drawing and stitching on wallpaper 

 



67 
 

 

King Louis’ Animals, 2009, detail, Drawing and stitching on wallpaper 



68 
 

 

King Louis’ Animals, 2009, detail, Drawing and stitching on wallpaper  



69 
 

 

Nursing a Dead Man, 2009-2010, Mixed media in bottle caps 



70 
 

 

Nursing a Dead Man, 2009-2010, Mixed media in bottle caps  



71 
 

 

The Reindeer is Non-Denominational, 2009, detail, Found paper on photocopies 



72 
 

 

The Reindeer is Non-Denominational, 2009, installation view, detail, Found paper 

on photocopies 

 

  



73 
 

 

Planck’s Constant of Non Food Vascularity, 2010, Pizza boxes and moss 



74 
 

 

Planck’s Constant of Non Food Vascularity, 2010, Pizza boxes and moss 



75 
 

 

Planck’s Constant of Non Food Vascularity, 2011, Pizza boxes, drawings and moss 

  



76 
 

 

Hemry Didn’t Care for Domestic Animals, 2009, installation view, Photocopies of 

drawings and hand-drawn text 



77 
 

 

Hemry Didn’t Care for Domestic Animals, 2009, detail, Photocopies of drawings and 

hand-drawn text 



78 
 

 

Hemry Didn’t Care for Domestic Animals, 2009, detail, Photocopies of drawings and 

hand-drawn text  



79 
 

 

Lost & Found, 2011, detail, Interactive lost and found posters 



80 
 

 

Lost & Found, 2011, installation view, Interactive lost and found posters 



81 
 

 

Lost & Found, 2011, detail, Interactive lost and found posters 
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Lost & Found, 2011, detail, Interactive lost and found posters 
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Lost & Found, 2011, detail, Interactive lost and found posters 
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Lost & Found, 2011, detail, Interactive lost and found posters 



85 
 

 

Lost & Found, 2011, detail, Interactive lost and found posters 

  



86 
 

 

The Vegetarian Pencils & the Omnivorous Erasers, 2011, installation view, Pencil 

and erasers and audience interaction  



87 
 

 

Repetitious Shuttlecock, 2009, detail, Paint and pencil on surveyors maps 



88 
 

 

 

Repetitious Shuttlecock, 2009, installation view, Paint and pencil on surveyors maps 

  



89 
 

 

Allergic to Musical Anthologies, 2009, detail, Photocopied drawings, sheet music 

and exterminator phonebook ads in bottle caps 

 

 



90 
 

 

Allergic to Musical Anthologies, 2009, detail, installation view, Photocopied 

drawings, sheet music and exterminator phonebook ads in bottle caps 
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